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RÉSUMÉ 

 

Le présent travail vise à explorer les facteurs influençant la conductivité thermique et la 

conductivité électrique et à établir la relation entre la conductivité thermique et la 

conductivité électrique dans les composites Al-B4C. Dans cette étude, on a utilisé des 

composites Al-B4C avec différentes matrices d'aluminium et diverses fractions volumiques 

de B4C. Leur microstructure, y compris les particules de renfort et les produits de réaction, a 

été caractérisée. De plus, l'évolution de la conductivité thermique et électrique a été étudiée, 

et leur relation a été établie. 

 

Dans cette étude, la microscopie optique et la microscopie électronique à balayage ont 

été utilisées pour observer l'évolution de la microstructure avec différentes particules (type, 

taille et fraction volumique) et différentes matrices (1xxx, 3xxx et 6xxx). Le conductimètre 

thermique à flash laser et le conductimètre électrique SIGMASCOPE ont été utilisés pour 

surveiller la conductivité thermique et électrique. Les effets de la taille des particules, de la 

fraction volumique, de la résistance interfaciale thermique/électrique sur la conductivité 

thermique et électrique ont été étudiés en conjonction avec des modèles de prédiction de la 

conductivité thermique et électrique. Une équation empirique entre la conductivité thermique 

et la conductivité électrique a été établie. Les résultats de ce travail sont divisés en deux 

parties. 

 

Dans la première partie, on a étudié les effets de la fraction volumique et de la taille des 

particules, ainsi que l’effet du traitement thermique, de la température d'essai et de l'épaisseur 

de laminage sur l'évolution de la conductivité thermique et électrique des composites 1100-

B4C, tout en combinant divers modèles de prédiction de conductivité thermique et de 

conductivité électrique. Les résultats montrent que le produit de réaction augmente à mesure 

que la fraction volumique des particules augmente et que la conductivité thermique et la 

conductivité électrique diminuent de manière linéaire avec la fraction volumique croissante 

des particules B4C. Cependant, la température de test dans la plage de 20 à 250 ℃ n'a aucun 

effet sur la conductivité thermique et l'épaisseur de laminage n'a aucun effet sur la 

conductivité thermique et la conductivité électrique.Alors que la conductivité thermique et la 

conductivité électrique ont augmenté sous l’effet du traitement thermique allant jusqu'à 430℃
/4h suivi d'un plateau sous l’effet des températures encore plus élevées. Parmi les différents 

modèles de prédiction, Bruggeman-ET et Bruggeman sont les plus appropriés pour prédire 

la conductivité thermique et la conductivité électrique des composites 1100-B4C, 

respectivement. Enfin, une relation linéaire est établie pour présenter la relation entre la 

conductivité thermique et la conductivité électrique dans les composites 1100-B4C étudiés. 

 

Dans la deuxième partie, on a étudié la relation entre la conductivité thermique et la 

conductivité électrique dans d'autres composites à matrice métallique d'aluminium 

(6xxx/3xxx-B4C et 6061-Al2O3), tout en combinant les modèles de prédiction de la 

conductivité thermique et de la conductivité électrique. Les résultats montrent que bien 

qu'avec des matrices et des particules de renforcement différentes, la relation entre la 

conductivité thermique et la conductivité électrique dans les composites étudiés 6xxx/3xxx- 
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B4C et 6061-Al2O3 est toujours linéaire et correspond à l'équation empirique obtenue à partir 

de 1xxx-B4C.



 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The present work focuses to explore the influencing factors of thermal conductivity 

and electrical conductivity and to establish the relationship between thermal conductivity and 

electrical conductivity in Al-B4C composites. Al-B4C composites with different aluminum 

matrices and various volume fractions of B4C were used in the study. Their microstructure, 

including the reinforcement particles and reactions products, was characterized while the 

evolution of thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity was studied, and their 

relationship was established.  

 

In this study, optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy were used to 

observe the evolution of microstructure with different particles (type, size and volume 

fraction) and different matrices (1xxx, 3xxx and 6xxx). Laser Flash Thermal Conductivity 

Meter and SIGMASCOPE Electrical Conductivity Meter were used to monitor thermal and 

electrical conductivity. The effects of particle size, volume fraction, interfacial thermal 

resistance/electrical resistance on thermal and electrical conductivity were studied in 

conjunction with thermal and electrical conductivity prediction models. An empirical 

equation between thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity was established. The 

results of this paper are divided into two parts. 

 

In the first part, the effects of particle volume fraction, particle size, heat treatment as 

well as the testing temperature and rolling thickness on the evolution of thermal and electrical 

conductivity of 1100-B4C composites were investigated by combining various thermal 

conductivity and electrical conductivity prediction models. The results show that the reaction 

product increases as the particle volume fraction increases and both thermal conductivity and 

electrical conductivity is linearly decreasing with the increasing volume fraction of B4C 

particles. However, the testing temperature in the range of 20-250℃ is no effect on thermal 

conductivity, and rolling thickness is found no effect on thermal conductivity and electrical 

conductivity. While, both thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity increased after 

heat treatment until 430℃/4h followed by a plateau with further increasing temperatures. 

Among the various prediction models, Bruggeman-ET and Bruggeman are the most suitable 

ones for predicting the thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity of 1100-B4C 

composites, respectively. Finally, a linear relationship is established to present the 

relationship between thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity in studied 1100-B4C 

composites.  

 

In the second part, the relationship between thermal conductivity and electrical 

conductivity in other aluminum metal matrix composites (6xxx/3xxx-B4C and 6061-Al2O3) 

was investigated combining thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity prediction 

model. The results show that though with different matrix and reinforcement particles, the 

relationship between thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity in studied 6xxx/3xxx-

B4C and 6061-Al2O3 also composites are still linear and fits the empirical equation obtained 

from 1xxx-B4C composites.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are widely used in modern engineering applications 

because of their specific properties, such as: high strength, weight ratio and ductility, low 

coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) and high thermal stability, and superior wear 

resistance, high specific stiffness and satisfactory corrosion resistance [1]. Among the MMCs, 

the particle-reinforced aluminum matrix composites are one of most applicable composites. 

For example, boron carbide reinforced aluminum matrix composites (Al-B4C MMCs) are 

widely used as the break plates in autos and neutron absorbers in nuclear industries [2]. During 

these applications, the service temperature can be high, such as 300-350℃, leading to the much 

stricter requirements on the composites, especially the thermal conductivity. Therefore, how to 

improve the thermal conductivity of MMCs is always one of industrial concerns for their 

development and applications.  

 

Since the traditional measurement of thermal conductivity is complex and time-

consuming, therefore, electrical conductivity has been developed to be one indicator for the 

thermal conductivity and the relationship between electrical conductivity and thermal 

conductivity has been well established in aluminum alloys [3]. Generally, the relationship 

follows the Wiedemann-Franz's law that K=L×T×σ, where K is the thermal conductivity (in 

W/m·K), T is the absolute temperature (in K), L is the Lorenz Constant (2.45×10-8 Volt2/K2), 

and σ is the electrical conductivity (S/m) and the Wiedemann-Franz law applies rigorously only 

to the metals where both electric and thermal conductivities are dominated by the kinetics of 

the electron gas [3]. However, due to the lower thermal/electrical conductivity of particles in 

MMCs, the complex reactions between particles and matrix as well as the various reaction 

layers and reaction products [4-6], limited work has been performed on the relationship 
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between electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity in particle-reinforced Al matrix 

composites. Therefore, it is urgent to discover this relationship in MMCs for their wider 

applications. 

 

On the other hand, researchers have been working on improving the thermal 

conductivity of MMCs, most of which focus on the particle itself [4-6]. It is reported that 

volume fraction, particle size as well as the particle morphology are greatly related to the 

thermal conductivity [7, 8]. Generally, it is widely accepted that lower volume fraction, bigger 

size and near-spherical shape of particle is helpful to increase the thermal conductivity of 

MMCs [7, 8]. However, there is no clear conclusion about the interaction layer and reaction 

products on the evolution of thermal conductivity. Meanwhile, limited open literature can be 

reviewed on the approaches to affect the electrical/thermal conductivity on MMCs, such as the 

influence of heat treatment and hot deformation on the evolution of electrical/thermal 

conductivity. Therefore, the project adopted a program for these aspects to explore ways to 

improve thermal conductivity and try to establish the relationship between electrical 

conductivity and thermal conductivity in particle-reinforced aluminum matrix composites.  

 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of present research is to systematically investigate the thermal 

conductivity behavior of aluminum matrix composites as a function of particle types (B4C and 

Al2O3), volume fraction as well as various aluminum matrices, including 1xxx, 3xxx and 6xxx 

aluminum alloys. The effect of the interface between the particles and the aluminum matrix of 

the composites in this study on thermal conductivity will be investigated by various thermal 

conductivity prediction models. Then the empirical equations between electrical conductivity 

(EC) and thermal conductivity (TC) will be tried to establish using the experiment data to 
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provide a predictive tool for industrial applications. In addition, the influence of heat treatment 

and hot deformation on the evolution of EC and TC of composites will also be studied aiming 

to find the approaches to improve their EC and TC. This research can be divided into 3 parts 

as follows:  

 

Part I: Fully characterize the microstructure of MMCs, including particles, reaction 

products and reaction layers (types and volumes) with different aluminum matrices and 

reinforce particles. In this section, optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) have been used to characterize the 

distribution of particles in the matrix. The microstructure of the material and the analysis of the 

reaction products were also examined. 

 

Part Ⅱ: Investigate the evolution of TC and EC in designed MMCs with different 

matrices and reinforcing particles (type, size and volume fraction) under various conditions (as 

rolled and annealed). EC and TC will be measured by a conductivity meter and laser flash 

thermal conductivity meter. 

 

Part Ⅲ: Introduce the EC and TC prediction models to study the influence of the factors, 

such as particle type and volume and interface thermal resistance on the evolution of EC and 

TC. Meanwhile, the relationship between EC and TC will be established.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Particle-reinforced aluminum matrix composites and their applications 

Just as the name implies, the particle-reinforced metal matrix composites are composed 

with reinforcement and metal matrix. The primary purpose of the reinforcements in composite 

materials is bearing most of the applied load while the matrix bonds the reinforcement together 

and transfers and distributes the external load to a single reinforcement [1]. For example: metal 

materials, such as aluminum (Al), are prone to plastic deformation because the metal bond has 

no directionality [2]. Ceramic materials usually have many advantages such as high hardness, 

strength, modulus, high-temperature durability and low thermal expansion [1]. Therefore, by 

adding a ceramic reinforcing phase, various properties of metal matrix can be optimized, 

thereby obtaining a composite material with both excellent properties. Therefore, for the 

selection of reinforced particles, the performance parameters of the particles need to be 

considered. B4C and SiC are currently commonly used ceramics in particle-reinforced 

aluminum matrix composites [3]. Its advantages and disadvantages when used as an enhanced 

phase are shown in Table 2-1 [4-9].  

 

Table 2-1 Advantages and disadvantages of two ceramic reinforcements [4-9]. 

Particle Type Advantage Disadvantage 

 

 

B4C 

1. Good neutron absorption. 

2. High hardness, second only to diamond 

and cubic boron nitride.  

3. Impact resistance, wear resistance, high 

stiffness. 

4. Low density. 

5. Excellent thermal stability, low thermal. 

expansion coefficient.  

6. Remarkable chemical inertness. 

1. Low fracture toughness. 

2. High cost. 

3. Low thermal conductivity.  

4. Low electrical conductivity. 
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   SiC 

1.High strength, high hardness, high 

modulus and high wear resistance.  

2.Excellent thermal properties, and low 

coefficient of thermal expansion and good 

thermal conductivity. 

3. Low density. 

4. High corrosion resistance. 

5. Low cost. 

1. Low fracture toughness. 

2. Low electrical conductivity. 

Note: The contents are cited from references 4-9. 

 

By comparing the performance of the particle reinforcement phase, it can be found that 

B4C has lower density, higher hardness, and better overall performance than Al2O3 particles 

and SiC particles [4, 5]. 

 

Taking Al-B4C MMCs as an example, as a commonly used ceramic, B4C has excellent 

properties, such as low density, high strength and hardness, and good chemical inertness [8]. 

The research of B4C reference metal matrix composites have a history of several decades. The 

composites of aluminum (Al), titanium (Ti), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), magnesium (Mg) and other 

metals and B4C have become the main research objects [10-13]. Among them, Al and its alloys 

have the advantages of being a light material, good toughness, low cost, and density similar to 

boron carbide. Therefore, using Al or Al alloy as the matrix of metal composite of Al-B4C 

MMCs formed by adding B4C has attracted much attention [14, 15]. 

 

The fabrication methods will influence the properties of aluminum matrix composites. 

So, it is important to know the good fabrication methods for aluminum matrix composites. 

Fabrication methods used for aluminum matrix composites can be broadly divided into two 

typical methods as powder metallurgy processing and liquid processing. Meanwhile, there are 

still some other methods like compo-casting, squeeze casting, spray casting, friction stir 
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processing, etc., but these other manufacturing processes used up to a lesser extent [16]. The 

details of some methods are described as follow: 

 

Powder metallurgy: The powder metallurgy processing (route shown as Figure 2-1) 

is a method in which metal powder and ceramic powder are uniformly mixed and then 

subjected to different heat treatments after cold pressing to obtain a metal-ceramic composite 

material. This method allows the composite materials to have excellent dimensional capability, 

acceptable price, and excellent surface quality [17].  

 

Figure 2-1 Powder metallurgy manufacturing route. Rebuilt from ref. [18]. 

 

Liquid metallurgy: By mixing B4C powder into liquid aluminum and stirring, the 

advantage of this method is that it can be used in a high-efficiency and low-cost process for 

large-scale production. B4C powder can be easily incorporated into liquid aluminum to ensure 

uniform distribution. The size and concentration of B4C powder can be varied in a wide range 

(up to 30% B4C). The process route for manufacturing Al-B4C MMCs final product is shown 
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in Figure 2-2. One of the main challenges in the liquid mixing process is to control the interface 

reaction between the liquid aluminum and the ceramic powder. By adding Ti to the liquid 

aluminum, a protective layer can be formed around the surface of the B4C, which can prevent 

the interface reaction and improve the wettability of the B4C and the liquid aluminum [17, 19].  

  

Figure 2-2 The process route for producing Al-B4C MMCs final products. Rebuilt from ref. [19]. 

 

The stabilizing effect of Ti almost eliminates the secondary reaction phase and large 

particle clusters, thus ensuring the uniform distribution of B4C particles in the liquid phase 

process. In addition, the density of B4C (2.5 g/cm3) is very close to that of liquid aluminum 

(2.36 g/cm3 at 700℃). Once the B4C particles were incorporated into the liquid aluminum and 

well protected in situ by Ti, neither sedimentation, segregation nor agglomeration was observed 

during the DC casting process. As a result, a casting structure with uniform B4C distribution 

from the beginning to the end of the casting is obtained [17]. 

 

Spray casting/deposition methods: Atomized crick of molten material droplets with 

a very high velocity are impacted on a preheated substrate, the reinforcing particles are also 

co-impacted with the melt spray allowing reinforcement particles engulfment in the molten or 

partially molten metal droplets to form a composite [20]. 
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Friction stir processing: Composites are manufactured when the matrix is in solid 

state condition. It is effective and efficient technique which can be used to refine microstructure 

and to fabricate MMCs [20]. 

 

The Al-B4C MMCs has been widely used in nuclear power technology. As a component 

of composite materials, it is used in neutron radiation protection devices and the adjustment of 

high-heat fast-neutron nuclear reactor protection device. Specifically, the intrinsic property of 

B4C made the Al-B4C MMCs an attractive neutron shielding material for transport baskets, 

storage baskets for spent fuel, and storage barrels or neutron absorption plates. It has been 

widely used in armor and nuclear industry materials [21, 22]. In addition, it has certain 

applications in military, electronics and sports. such as bulletproof panel materials, armored 

vehicle materials and computer hard disk materials, bicycle frames etc. are their main 

application directions [23, 24].  

 

2.2 Electrical conductivity of aluminum matrix composites 

2.2.1 Measurement of Electrical conductivity 

According to law of resistance, the formula related to electrical resistivity and the 

nature of the material is as follows: 

 

 L
R

S
=

 
(2-1)  

 

Where R is conductor resistance, ρ is the electrical resistivity of the material from 

which the resistance is made, L is Length of wire wound to make a resistance, S is cross-

sectional area of wire wound to form a resistance. Units of R is (), ρ is (m) is commonly 
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used in engineering technology. The conversion relationship between them is 1 cm = 10-8 

m = 10-6 cm = 10-2 mm2, L is (m) and S is m2 [25, 26]. 

 

The relationship between electrical resistivity and electrical conductivity is shown in 

the following formula (electrical conductivity definition formula): 

 

 
1




=

 

(2-2)  

 

Where  is electrical conductivity (S/m), ρ is the electrical resistivity (m). Relative 

electrical conductivity (% IACS) is also commonly used in engineering, which represents the 

electrical conductivity of materials. Internationally put standard soft copper at room 

temperature, the electrical resistivity ρ = 0.01724 mm2/m is regarded as 100%, and the 

percentage of the electrical conductivity of other materials compared with it is the relative 

electrical conductivity of the material. Traditionally, we usually calculate the electrical 

conductivity by measuring the electrical resistivity. The method of measuring the electrical 

resistance of a material varies depending on the electrical resistance of the material [27, 28]. 

The main measurement methods include Two-Wire resistance measurements and four-wire 

(Kelvin) resistance measurements [29, 30] and eddy current method [31-33]. 

 

Two-Wire Resistance Measurements: As shown in Figure 2-3, the gray box is the 

multimeter which contains both the voltage measurement and current source. The VM (Voltage 

measured at the meter) is not measured directly on the resistance under test (R), it is calculated 

by connecting the high and low pins of the multimeter. This method uses the current source 

and voltage measurement circuitry inside the multimeter. The measured resistance is obtained 

by the current supplied by multimeter (I) and the voltage measured at the meter (VM). However, 
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the resistance of the leads from the multimeter to the resistor under test (Rlead) can interfere 

with the resistance measurement. Therefore, the equation for this measurement is as follows:  

 

  2m
Lead

V
Measured Resistance R R

I
= = +   (2-3) 

 

  

Figure 2-3 Schematic diagram of two wire resistance measurement [30]. 

 

The error of this test method mainly comes from RLEAD. Since the test current (I) causes 

a small voltage drop across the lead resistance, the voltage (VM) measured by the meter will not 

be exactly the same as the voltage (VR) directly across the test resistance (R) and can cause 

considerable errors. Typical lead resistance ranges from 10mΩ to 1Ω, so it can be difficult to 

obtain accurate two-wire resistance measurements when the resistance under test is less than 

100Ω.  

 

Four-Wire (Kelvin) Resistance Measurements: For the four-wire method current 

source and voltage source are two independent machines, and the voltage sensing line is 

separated from the current supply line. As shown in Figure 2-4, the test current (I) is forced 

through the test resistance (R) via one set of test leads, while the voltage (VM) across the device 

under test is measured through a second set of leads (sense leads). Although some small current 
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(usually less than 100pA) may flow through the sense leads, it is usually negligible and 

generally negligible for all practical purposes. Therefore, the voltage (VM) measured by the 

meter is essentially the same as the voltage (VR) across the resistor (R). Therefore, the 

determination of the resistance value is much more accurate than the two-wire method. At the 

same time, when the voltage sensing lead is connected close to the resistor under test, it is 

possible to avoid including part of the resistance of the test lead in the measurement. The 

equation for this measurement is as follows : 

 

 
M RV V=  (2-4) 

 

 M RV V

I I
=  (2-5) 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Schematic diagram of four wire resistance measurement [30]. 

 

Eddy current method: The concept of eddy current method is based on the principles 

of electromagnetic induction. When a coil (also called a probe) carrying an alternating current 

approaches the surface of the conductive material, eddy currents are induced on the surface and 

near the surface of the conductive material due to the alternating magnetic field generated by 
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the coil. The eddy current in the material generates an alternating magnetic field, which reacts 

to the coil. The magnitude of this reaction is affected by the conductivity of the material surface 

and near the surface, so that the conductivity of the non-ferromagnetic conductive material can 

be detected. The schematic diagram of eddy current method, as shown in the Figure 2-5 [31].  

 

Figure 2-5 Schematic diagram of eddy current method [32]. 

 

The advantages of the eddy current method are included instantaneous results, little 

part preparation, no hazardous materials required, sensitive to small flaws, little to no operator 

danger. But there still have some limitations like the inspection is limited to electrically 

conductive materials, flaws that run parallel to the surface are difficult to detect, ferromagnetic 

materials have permeability effects that conflict with conductivity, capability is related to the 

skill of the operator. And the test accuracy will be affected by temperature, variations in 

theseparation between the probe coil and the surface of the sample, edge effect (tests should 

not be performed within two coil diameters of any discontinuity, such as an edge, hole, or notch 

unless coil manufacturer’s instructions allow), uniformity of sample, surface treatments and 

roughness, instrument stability and sample thickness. Take the sample thickness as an example, 

the penetration depth δ of the eddy currents is established by the measurement frequency f, 

which determines the minimum permissible thickness of the specimen, as shown in the Figure 
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2-6. Eddy-current density decreases exponentially with depth (that is, distance from the metal 

surface). The depth at which the density is approximately 37 % (1/e) of its value at the surface 

is called the standard depth of penetration δ. Calculate the standard depth of penetration for 

nonmagnetic materials using one of the following formulas [31-33]: 

 

 
1

=
f




 (2-6) 

 

These formulas are for nonmagnetic materials when the relative permeability, µrel=1. 

If the thickness of the sample the reference standards is at least 2.6δ, the effect of thickness is 

negligible. Smaller depths of penetration (higher frequencies) may be desirable for measuring 

surface effects. The eddy-current density decrease with depth is also affected by the coil 

diameter. The change due to coil diameter variation is not considered in the above equation 

[33].  

 

Figure 2-6 Schematic diagram of eddy current method standard depth of penetration [32]. 
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In general, the eddy current method is the important way we use to test electrical 

conductivity in the experimental and industry work at present. And many electrical 

conductivity meters with high measurement accuracy have been developed using this principle. 

Take the SIGMASCOPE® SMP10 electrical conductivity meter as an example, it can 

measurement of the electrical conductivity of all non-magnetic metals, even stainless steel, 

euro coins, etc. Measurement range is 0.3-63 MS/m, or 0.5 - 108 %IAC. Measurement accuracy 

at +20°C: ≥ 0.5 % (1-100 % IACS) depending on the measurement frequency. Up to 16 

measurements per sec, lift-off-compensation up to 0.5 mm and smallest diameter of the 

measurement area is 13 mm and the phase-sensitive measurement signal evaluation enables a 

contact-free determination of the electrical conductivity, for example, under paint or synthetic 

coatings of up to 500 µm in thickness. This also minimizes the influence of surface roughness 

[32].  

 

2.2.2 Factors affecting the electrical conductivity of aluminum matrix composites 

Adding reinforcing phases, such as B4C and Al2O3, to aluminum matrix will improve 

the hardness and yield strength. But its electrical conductivity will be reduced to a certain extent. 

This is because the electrical conductivity mechanism of B4C and Al2O3 is different from that 

of aluminum alloys [34, 35], as shown in Tables 2-2 and 2-3 [36-38]. In essence, the electrical 

conductivity (σ) has two influencing factors: electrons charge density (Nee) and mobility (μe). 

Where Ne is the density of electron and e is the electron charge. The charge density is essentially 

the number of mobile electrons in the material, and the mobility is related to the mean free path. 

In metals, the mobility of electrons is relatively low, but the high concentration of electrons 

gives it a very high charge density [28].  
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Table 2-2 Electrical resistivity of some typical treated aluminum alloys at room temperature [37]. 

Alloy Treatment Electrical resistivity (Ω·m) 

1100 H18 3.02 ×10-8 

3004 - 4.1 ×10-8 

6061 T6 4.0 ×10-8 

6351 T6 3.8 ×10-8 

Note: The data are cited from reference 37. 

 

Table 2-3 Electrical resistivity of particles at room temperature [36, 38]. 

Particle Type Electrical resistivity (Ω·m) 

B4C 7.14 ×10-4 

Al2O3 1 ×1012 

Note: The data are cited from reference 36 and 38. 

 

Fickett et al. [39] found that the electrical conductivity of of "pure" aluminum is 

affected by phonons, electrons, internal and external interfaces, vacancies and gaps, chemical 

impurities in the forms of metal elements, Kondo-type differences, dislocations and stacking 

faults, superconductivity and magnetic fields, and the impact of interactions between 

mechanisms. 

 

However, B4C is a semiconductor and Al2O3 is insulator [40, 41]. Different structures 

determine different scattering mechanisms and electronic conductive mechanisms. Taking 

semiconductors as an example, the electrical conductance reaction is the transport 

characteristics of charge carriers in an external field, as well as the number and type of carriers 

(electrons or holes). Specifically, the electrical conductivity of electrons is as follows [28, 42, 

43]: 

 

 = + e hne pe    (2-7) 
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Where σ is electrical conductivity, n is the electron concentration, e is the electric 

charge of electrons, μe is the mobility of electrons, p is the holes density, μh is the mobility of 

holes. 

 

 = /e e ee m   ; = /h h he m   (2-8) 

 

Where e  is the collision time, me is the electron mass; h  is the collision time, mh is 

the hole mass. Semiconductor conductors usually have both electrons and holes, so for 

semiconductors, their electrical conductivity is the sum of the two [42]. Since the electrical 

conductivity of the resulting composite material is determined by the matrix alloy and the 

embedded particles, there are many factors that affect the electrical conductivity.  

 

The electrical properties of aluminum matrix composites are related to the properties 

and morphology of their components. Among them, the electrical conductivity of the 

constituent phases, the volume fraction and distribution of the constituent phases, the size, 

shape, orientation and spacing of the constituent phases, and the interaction between the 

constituent phases will affect the electrical conductivity of aluminum matrix composites [44]. 

 

First of all, the type of reinforcement particles is very important, especially the 

electrical conductivity of the particles. To improve the mechanical properties, the aluminum 

matrix is usually combined with non-conductive or semiconducting particles. However, the 

addition of non-conductive particles (see the example in Figure 2-7 [45]) will significantly 

reduce the electrical conductivity of the metal [34, 35]. 
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Figure 2-7 The electrical conductivity of various average particle sizes and two different shapes of 

aluminum/alumina particle composites varies with the volume fraction of the non-conductive phase. 

Authorization obtained from 2003 Elsevier [45]. 

 

For the semiconducting particles, taking Al-B4C MMCs as an example, the volume 

ratio or content of B4C in aluminum matrix composites is very important. As the B4C content 

increases, the electrical conductivity of Al-B4C MMCs will decrease, as shown in Figure 2-8. 

Since B4C particles are semiconductors, when Al is replaced by semiconductor compounds 

such as B4C, it will reduce the electrical conductivity of Al-B4C MMCs nanocomposites. On 

the other hand, B4C particles are the source of electron dispersion in Al-B4C MMCs 

nanocomposites, which further limits the electrical conductivity of Al-B4C MMCs 

nanocomposites [34]. This rule also applies to other aluminum matrix composites with non-

conductive or semiconducting particles. 
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Figure 2-8 Electrical conductivity of Al-B4C vs. the content of B4C (wt%) with nano- and micro-size. 

Authorization obtained from 2019 Elsevier B.V. [34]. 

 

In addition, the size of B4C particles will also affect the electrical conductivity of        

Al-B4C MMCs. Because nanoparticles have a smaller size and higher specific surface area, 

which results in closer distance between particles than micro-particles, then the electrical 

conductivity of aluminum matrix composites reinforced with B4C nanoparticles is lower than 

that of B4C micro-particles. This is confirmed in Figure 2-8. The same phenomenon was found 

in Yao et al. [46] study on Al-SiC MMCs, where the conductivity of Al-nano SiC (15 nm) is 

about 1/5 that of Al-micro SiC (2 μm). 

 

Meanwhile, the uniformity of particle distribution also has a certain effect on electrical 

conductivity. If the particles are not well distributed in the aluminum matrix, they will behave 

like two separate phases, so they will not interact with each other. There are many channels 

inside the material, and electrons can easily move in these channels without being affected by 

the semiconductor B4C particles, resulting in higher electrical conductivity than the uniform 

distribution [35]. 
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2.2.3 Predictive model of the electrical conductivity 

It can be seen from the above that there are many and complex factors that affect the 

conductivity of aluminum matrix composites. Therefore, while studying the preparation 

methods of particle-reinforced composite materials, researchers have also done a lot of work 

on the electrical conduction behavior and theoretical models of composite materials [47].  

 

From a practical point of view, it is important to predict the change in electrical 

conductivity with the increase in the volume fraction of reinforcing particles. Initially, 

researchers used the simplest mixing rule to predict the electrical conductivity. When the 

electrical conductivities of both phases are comparable, the parallel model (equation 2-9) is 

usually satisfied [44].   

 

 (1 )eff p m    = + −  (2-9) 

 

Where σeff is the effective electrical conductivity, σp is the electrical conductivity of 

particle, 𝜎𝑚 is the electrical conductivity of matrix, ϕ is the volume fraction of particle. 

 

In the nineteenth century, Maxwell also conducted certain research on this aspect [48]. 

Maxwell's equation was originally applied to infinitely diluted spherical filler particles. It 

assumes that, in the case of dilution, the intensity field in the composite material is proportional 

to the average intensity field in the matrix, but when calculating the matrix field, the weighted 

average of the intensity field and the volume fraction of inclusions in the matrix is equal to the 

remote application an intensity field.  
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According to the Maxwell equation, the exact expression for the effective electrical 

conductivity is given by [48]: 

 

 
( )

1+3
( 2 )

eff p m

m p m

  


  

−
=

+
 (2-10) 

 

Wagner extended the Maxwell model to higher concentrations of dispersed phase and 

proposed the Maxwell-Wagner equation (also known as Wiener’s rule) [49]: 

 

 
( ) ( )

( 2 ) ( 2 )

eff m p m

eff m p m

   


   

− −
=

+ +
 (2-11) 

 

The effective medium (EM) theory, which is also called Model of Bruggeman, was 

first proposed by Bruggeman in 1935 and can be showed as [50]: 

 

 

1

3
( )

( ) (1 )
( )

p eff m

p m eff

  


  

−
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−
 (2-12) 

 

However, the EM theory is not suitable for the percolating systems where the particles 

may encounter each other, making the area of validity of this model limited to the dilute cases. 

Hence, the classical percolation theory has been applied to describe the conducting 

performance of percolating systems. But the percolation theory has two shortcomings. One is 

that it is only applicable in the situation with a huge property difference of components. The 

other is the phenomenological nature of the percolation equation with fitting parameters that 

bear no clear correlation to the actual features of microstructure [51]. 
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Researchers developed some new models or equations to predict effective electrical 

conductivity of concentrated particulate composites. For instance, using a differential scheme 

combined with the solution of an infinitely dilute dispersion of particles in a continuous matrix, 

two new equations were proposed in 2007 [52]. The second of the new equations can be written 

as:  

 

 

1

3
( )

( ) (1 )
( )

mp m eff

p eff m m


   

   

−
−

= −
−

 (2-13) 

 

Where ϕm is the maximum packing volume fraction of particles where the particles 

contact each other, and α is a constant of the unity order. In the special circumstance of 𝛼 = 1 

and ϕm =1, this model reduces to the classical Bruggeman equation. 

 

2.3 Thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix composites 

2.3.1 Measurement of thermal conductivity 

Thermal conductivity is defined as: 

 

 =-
Q

K
T

 (2-14) 

 

Where Q is the heat flow rate vector across a unit cross section perpendicular to Q , T 

is the absolute temperature and T  is the gradient of the temperature [43]. 

 

In scientific experiments and engineering design, the thermal conductivity of the 

materials used need to be accurately measured by experimental methods. So, choosing the 

appropriate test method is the most important thing. 
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At present, the measurement methods of thermal conductivity are divided into two 

categories: steady-state method and transient method, which have their own different test 

principles [53, 54]. There are four typical measurement methods introduced in detail as follow: 

 

A. Steady-state method 

The guarded hot plate (GHP): the guarded hot plate is the most used and most 

effective method for measuring the thermal conductivity of insulation materials. The 

disadvantage is time-consuming and other potential disadvantages are that the temperature 

gradient must be relatively large, the specimen width must be large, but size is usually not a 

serious issue, the contact resistance between the thermocouple and the specimen surface poses 

a major source of error. In addition, the accuracy of this method is not good. Despite these 

disadvantages, the standardized GHP method is the ideal apparatus for researchers and 

scientists in the field of insulation testing and it is considered an absolute measurement method. 

The practical applicability requires careful consideration of the array content: (a) attaining 

steady-state conditions; (b) the unidirectional heat flow in the area under analysis, the 

temperatures of the hot and cold surfaces, and the specimens’ thickness; and (c) other factors 

influencing the unidirectional heat [54]. 

 

The guarded hot-plate setup is comprised of cold plates, a hot plate, a system of guard 

heaters, and thermal insulation. Hot plate is electrically heated, and the cold plates are Peltier 

coolers or liquid-cooled heat sinks. The configuration is arranged symmetrically, with guarded 

hot plates located on the sides while the heater unit is sandwiched between two specimens or a 

single specimen and an auxiliary layer. The guarded hot-plate measurements are analyzed on 

the fundamental of the heat transfer in the infinite slab geometry. Since specimen dimensions 

are finite, unidirectional heat flow is achieved through the use of guard heaters. The 
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temperature of a thermal guard is maintained at the same temperature as its adjacent surface 

(which is considered as an auxiliary heater/heat sink), to prevent heat loss from the specimen 

and heat source/heat sink, and as a result, unidirectional heat flow is attained. After a steady 

state is reached, the heating and cooling plates have stable temperatures. Then the thermal 

conductivity can be determined based on the heat input, the temperature difference through the 

specimen, the thickness of the specimen, and the size of the metered area of heat transfer. 

Steady-state conditions may change with respect to specimen type, specimen size, and mean 

temperature [54].  

 

Take the two-specimen apparatus (Figure 2-9) as an example, the specimens of the 

homogeneous material with the same thickness are interposed between the hot guard heaters 

and the cold plates. For two specimen apparatuses, the auxiliary heaters may be placed above 

and below the specimens. A well-defined, user-selectable temperature difference is established 

between the hot and the cold plates. The power rate input in the hot plate with metered area A 

is measured when thermal equilibrium is reached at steady-state conditions. When the control 

system is used, the plate temperatures reach stability. It is assumed that the measured heat 

power rate is transferred across the specimen due to guarded heaters. After thermal equilibrium 

has developed and the heating and cooling plates are kept in stable temperatures, the thermal 

conductivity can be calculated from the input values. The input values are the heat power Q, 

the temperature differential across the specimen (Thot − Tcold), the specimen thickness (Δx), and 

the heat transfer area (center metered area, A). From the measured input values, the effective 

thermal conductivity can be calculated using the following unidirectional steady-state heat 

transfer equation [54]: 
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Where the heat flow Q is obtained by measuring a power (or half power for two 

specimen) generated in an electrical heater.  

 

As a requirement the apparatus must test two specimens simultaneously in the form of 

a slab with a standard size (such as 300 mm × 300 mm or different sizes). A fixed heat rate 

must be applied by an electric heater. This arrangement produces a heat flow across the two 

specimens, flowing outward toward two plates chilled by a Peltier or a liquid cooling system. 

The main advantage is that heat loss from the hot plate can be controlled more effectively due 

to the symmetrical arrangement of the specimen on each side of the heater. Unlike the single-

specimen method, the symmetrical setup can be used for investigating solid materials. For 

measuring the thermal conductivity of nonsolid materials, it is necessary to heat the specimen 

from the top to avoid convection [54]. 

 

Figure 2-9 The apparatus of guarded hot-plate method for thermal conductivity measurement. Rebuilt 

from ref. [53]. 
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The GHP is most suitable for dry homogeneous specimens, but it is unsuitable for 

materials in which there is a potentiality for moisture migration. It can be used to test the 

thermal properties of nonmetals such as thermal insulation materials, polymers glasses, and 

ceramics, as well as liquids and gases in the temperature range between about 80 and 800 K. 

Additionally, determining the temperature difference is a major challenge with the GHP 

method when measuring materials with high thermal conductivity, such as metals. Therefore, 

in these types of tests, the contact resistance between the specimen and the heater or cold plate 

must be considered [54]. 

 

The heat-flow meter: heat-flow meters are accurate and fast apparatuses and is easy 

for measuring the thermal conductivity of low-conductivity materials. The maximum 

temperature limits are approximately 200°C for the heat-flow meter method and about 100°C 

in practical applications. The heat-flow meter design resembles to setup of the single-specimen 

guarded hot-plate apparatus. The basic idea of the heat-flow meter is deducing the heat flux 

based on the measurement of a drop in temperature throughout a thermal resistor. 

  

The specimen is placed between two plates held in different temperatures, with one 

being heated and the other plate being cooled, as shown in Figure 2-10. Heat flux transducers 

are used to measure the heat flow through the specimen. The heat flux is determined in a current 

with the measurement of a voltage drop through an electrical resistor. Sensors provide an 

electrical output signal. The measured signal and the change in thermovoltage are proportional 

to the drop in temperature drop occurring throughout the plate Heat flux sensors are most often 

composed of a series of connections of thermocouples spanning a thermal resistor, e.g., a thin 

ceramic or plastic plate. A second heat flux is occasionally applied at the cold plate is in order 

to measure radial heat loss and also to reduce the time needed for the measurement. This 

reduction intime poses an advantage for this method when measuring of insulation materials. 
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The temperature of the plates is measured and adjusted to the desired set point when reaching 

a constant value. Steady-state conditions occur when the amount of heat flux is equal at each 

point of the layered system. After thermal equilibrium is established, the test is determined 

under the conditions. In order to calculate thermal conductivity, the steady-state temperatures, 

the specimen's thickness, the specimen's metered area, and the heat flux input to the hot plate 

are used. The heat flux output is usually calibrated with various reference standards [54]. 

 

Figure 2-10 Schematic design of heat-flow meter basically [54]. 

 

Insulation materials and polymers (k < 0.3 W/ (m K)) are usually tested via the heat-

flow meter method, and sometimes it is used for glasses and ceramics and for other materials 

with thermal conductivities lower than about 5 W/(m K). For insulation materials at about room 

temperature, the measurement uncertainties are approximately 3%, and at high temperatures 

the uncertainties are between 10 and 20%. Steady-state stability can be reached in short times, 

resulting in productivity gains. The stable case, however, is valuable for providing repeatability, 

the long-term consistency of a specimen [54]. 
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B. Transient method:  

The transient planar heat source method (TPS): TPS uses an instantaneous thermal 

plane probe (Hot Disk probe), which is also called the Hot Disk method. The Hot Disk probe 

is made of thermal resistance material nickel, covered with insulating material (polyimide, 

mica, etc.), and the probe has a self-heating function. 

 

As shown in Figure 2-11, the principle of this method is that a temperature probe with 

self-heating function is placed in the sample, and a constant heating power is applied to the 

probe during testing to increase the temperature. The thermal resistance coefficient of nickel-

the relationship between temperature and resistance is linear, and the heat loss can be known 

by understanding the change of resistance, which reflects the thermal conductivity of the 

sample. Then, the relationship between the temperature change with time on the probe itself 

and the spherical surface separated from the probe by a certain distance is measured, and the 

thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the sample are obtained through mathematical 

model fitting. 

 

Figure 2-11 The schematic and principle of the hot disk [54]. 

 

This method is able to measure thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and heat 

capacity per unit volume at the same time. The property can be measured in a temperature 

range between 0.005-500W/(m·K), and high accuracy (±3%), good repeatability (±1%), short 
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measurement time (single measurement 3-5min) and easy operation. In addition, the main 

advantages of the hot-disk measurement are that it produces results quickly (usually in under 

10 min), and that different sensor sizes can be used to accommodate different specimen types. 

And the hot disk requires using specimen sizes that are usually much smaller than those used 

in other techniques. Meanwhile, it can teste samples like metals, alloys, ceramics including 

high conducting ceramics like aluminum nitride (AlN), high critical temperature materials, 

minerals, polymers, composites, glass, fabrics, paper, glass wool, foam, powder, biomaterial, 

and liquids, as well as materials with anisotropic thermal properties, etc. It is not affected by 

contact thermal resistance, and has and high accuracy [54]. 

 

Laser flash method: It is one of the most often used methods for ascertaining the 

thermal properties of solids. The method can investigate to properties of glasses, metals, and 

ceramics without significant limitations due to uncertainties of the achievable measurement 

[53]. The property can be measured in a temperature range between 100 and about 3000℃. 

 

This method original proposed by Parker [55]. It assumes an isotropic and adiabatic 

sample (no heat loss). The thermal diffusivity (𝛼) is determined from the thickness (L) of the 

sample and the time (t1/2) the thermogram takes to reach half of the maximal temperature 

increase. It can be used, with additional measures, to also measure other thermophysical 

properties (specific heat (Cp), thermal conductivity (K), etc.). If given the density of a material 

the thermal conductivity can be calculated by using the following equation [55-57]: 
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The principle of laser flash test method like follow [55-57]:  

 

For the thermal diffusivity measurement, it is fast while providing values with excellent 

accuracy and reproducibility. This method is conducted through heating a specimen with a 

short laser pulse on the front side, and the temperature increase on the rear face is recorded as 

a function of time. The thermal diffusivity is then determined from this thermogram.           

Figure 2-12 shows the schematic and principle of the laser flash method. 

 

Figure 2-12 The schematic and principle of the laser flash method. Rebuilt by ref. [56]. 

 

The characteristic shape of the temperature increase curve is depicted in Figure 2-13. 

If no heat loss is involved, the temperature of the rear face will rise to a maximum and remain 

at that level indefinitely.  
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Figure 2-13 The schematic for temperature increases [56]. 

 

For the specific heat capacity measurement theory by laser flash method the process is 

more complex than thermal diffusivity. It includes temperature rise, quantitative definition of 

the heat pulse, intervening media: for other than ambient testing, it is usually necessary to 

isolate the sample from the ordinary environment. The window (s) that are placed between the 

laser and the sample have a certain amount of absorption and reflection associated with them. 

Even coated windows, (designed to minimize the latter), have serious problems at elevated 

temperatures. It is not unusual to lose 10 to 15% of the energy per surface in addition to the 

attenuation caused by the body itself. Mirrors and optics, if used further complicate putting an 

exact figure on these losses. These properties are also temperature and time sensitive. In 

addition, the problems associated with the sample also have influence, equally important to 

defining the exact overall magnitude of the pulse is the fraction which is actually absorbed by 

the sample. There are a number of conditions impacting upon this, such as the configuration 

and thermal limitations [55]. 
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Major advantages are that the test requires very small, usually 12 mm diameter and 

few millimeters thick samples and it is very fast; the actual measurement takes few seconds, 

and the same instrument can test a very broad range of thermal diffusivities. It can be used to 

test samples up to much higher temperatures than steady state methods, even to melting in 

some cases. Major disadvantages of the flash method: the equipment is usually expensive due 

to the heat pulse generation, the optical detection and the high-speed data acquisition; porous 

and non-homogeneous materials require special care to properly process the thermogram [55-

57]. 

 

2.3.2 Factors affecting the thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix composites 

There are many factors that affect the TC of aluminum matrix composites. In essence, 

the propagation mechanism of heat in aluminum matrix composites is the fundamental reason 

that affects the thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix composites. However, it is manifested 

in the physical structure and properties of the matrix and particles, as well as the influence of 

the interface reaction on the thermal conductivity [43, 58]. 

 

Heat energy can be transmitted through solids via electrical carriers (electrons or holes), 

lattice waves (phonons), electromagnetic waves, spin waves, or other excitations. In metals 

electrical carriers carry most of the heat, while in insulators lattice waves are the dominant heat 

transporter. Normally, the total thermal conductivity K can be written as a sum of all the 

components representing various excitations: 

 

 K K


=  
(2-17) 

 

Where   denotes an excitation.  
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The heat conduction in metal solids is realized through lattice vibrations and electron 

movement, so it can be described together with "phonon gas" and "electron gas" The equation 

is as follows: 

 

 
l eK K K= +  (2-18) 

 

Where K is the thermal conductivity in metal solids, Kl is the thermal conductivity of 

phonon gas, Ke is the heat conduction of electron gas. 

 

Equation (2-18) can then be generalized to 
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=   (2-19) 

 

Where C is the total specific heat, v is the velocity , l is the mean free path and the 

summation is over all excitations, denoted by   [43].  

 

During the movement of phonons and electrons, they collide with impurities, defects, 

grain boundaries, phase boundaries, etc. in the crystal, causing scattering of electrons and 

phonons, and also causing some anharmonic effects. At the same time, the addition of trace 

elements and heat treatments will also have an impact on thermal conductivity. At present, the 

effects of element solid solution, second phase precipitation, extrusion temperature and 

deformation degree on alloys has been studied. These factors will all affect the thermal 

conductivity of Al [43, 59-61]. For example, after extrusion, most of the crystal grains become 

equiaxed crystals, the size of the crystal grains is not uniform after extrusion, and the particles 

aggregate in the as-cast state. The impurities are broken, and the pores are compressed [62]. 
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These factors will affect the thermal conductivity of Al alloy. In addition, temperature also has 

a certain effect on the thermal conductivity. High temperature reduces the mobility of the 

electrons, thereby reducing the thermal conductivity. But this allows heat to be conducted 

through the movement of the lattice, so the thermal conductivity of the metal shows a different 

law of change: as the temperature rises, it keeps, slightly increases, or slightly decreases [43]. 

 

The thermal conductivity difference comes from the different relaxation times of 

phonons. For semiconductors: B4C (17-42 W/(m·K)) and SiC (490 W/(m·K)), the heat 

conduction process is mainly through the crystal lattice [63, 64]. For a perfectly ideal crystal 

the thermal conductivity is determined by the inverse process of phonon collision, the model 

is given as follow [65]:  
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 (2-20) 

 

However, the thermal conductivity (phonon propagation) of a material is not only 

dependent on temperature. Defects in the actual material materials also decrease the mean free 

path of phonons (i.e., decrease in phonon relaxation time).  In fact, there are four main 

mechanisms of phonon scattering that affect the properties of heat conduction: The process of 

phonon collision. The thermal resistance caused by phonon collision and scattering is the main 

source of thermal resistance in the crystal, and it is more significant when the temperature is 

higher than the Debye temperature; Phonon scattering caused by point defects. The change in 

thermal resistance caused by point defects has nothing to do with temperature; Grain boundary 

scattering; Phonon scattering caused by dislocations. Therefore, the material composition, 

impurities and their state, grain size and number of grain boundaries, defects, etc., will all affect 
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the thermal conductivity of B4C [43, 63, 64]. 

 

It can be seen from above that the transmission of thermal energy in MMCs is achieved 

through the transmission of lattice waves (phonons) and free electrons. The ability of phonons 

and free electrons to transmit thermal energy will be weakened by the scattering of geometric 

interfaces. Thereby reducing the thermal conductivity of the composites. The particle content 

and particle size determine the size of the scattering area. The more particles in the composites 

and the finer the particle size, the larger the scattering area provided and the greater the 

reduction in the thermal conductivity of the composites. When the particles of the same content 

are distributed differently in the matrix, the geometric interface formed by the particles and the 

matrix has different scattering effects on the phonons and free electrons in the direction of heat 

conduction. If the scattering effect produced by uniformly distributed spheres is used as a 

comparison standard, then the more uneven the particle distribution, the worse the symmetry 

of the particle shape, the more the scattering effect will deviate from this standard, and this 

deviation can be positive or negative. This will increase or decrease the thermal conductivity 

of composites [43, 66]. 

 

Specifically, the factors that affect the thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix 

composites can basically be classified according to the reinforcement phase and processing 

technology, and temperature will have some influence on it. The thermal conductivity, volume 

fraction, distribution, size, etc. of the reinforcing phases, porosity, and the interface between 

the reinforcing phase and the aluminum matrix will all affect the overall thermal conductivity 

of the material [66-68].  
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A. The effect of reinforcement particle volume fraction on thermal conductivity of 

particle reinforced aluminum matrix composite 

The volume fraction of the reinforcement particles in the particle-reinforced aluminum 

matrix composite material has the greater impact on the thermal conductivity. It is generally 

believed that the larger the volume fraction of the reinforcing particles, the smaller the thermal 

conductivity. For example, Chen et al. [19] through research on Al-B4C MMCs at room 

temperature (25℃), it is found that the thermal conductivity decreases with the increase of the 

B4C content in the matrix. The following data is obtained by this studying that the thermal 

conductivity is 195 W/(m·K), when the B4C volume fraction is 6%, while it changes to 

173W/(m·K), with increasing volume fraction of B4C to 15%, and further decreases to 

120W/(m·K) when the volume fraction of B4C increases to 30 %. Meanwhile, Lee et al. [69] 

obtained through the studying the thermal conductivity of SiCp/Al MMCs found that after 

adding high content of SiC particles, with the SiC particles volume fraction increase the thermal 

conductivity decreases. Yang et al. [70] through research on diamond/Ag composite materials 

found that the thermal conductivity decreases with the increase volume fraction of diamond 

particles.  

 

Researchers studied thermal conductivity prediction models to better explore the 

relationship between thermal conductivity and particle volume fraction. They found that the 

thermal conductivity of composites is not only related to the volume fraction of the 

reinforcement but also to the thermal conductivity of each component phase. Theoretically, 

when the thermal conductivity of the particle phase is greater than the thermal conductivity of 

the matrix phase, then the thermal conductivity of the composite material should be greater 

than the thermal conductivity of the matrix material, and with the increase of the volume 

fraction, the thermal conductivity of the composites should be gradually increased [70-72]. 

However, the actual results are contrary to this. This is because the thermal conductivity of 
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particle-reinforced metal matrix composites is also closely related to particle distribution and 

interfacial thermal resistance. In general, the particle phase of composites prepared under 

mature process can be uniformly distributed, so the influence of particle distribution on its 

thermal conductivity can be negligible. The interfacial thermal resistance has a strong influence 

on the thermal conductivity due to the different compatibility of the sonic velocity (phonon 

frequency and Debye temperature) of the reinforcing particles with the metal [70, 73, 74]. 

Therefore, exploring the thermal conductivity and interfacial thermal resistance of composites 

is a key issue. 

 

B. The effect of the interface between reinforcement and aluminum alloy matrix on 

the thermal conductivity of composites  

Ma et al. [75] have shown that the poor interfacial wettability of particle-reinforced 

aluminum matrix composites results in a large number of pores remaining after infiltration. 

Since thermal conductivity decreases with increasing porosity, the thermal conductivity of 

composites is affected and decreases. Meanwhile, Sun et al. [76] found that this phenomenon 

also exists in diamond/Al composites with B4C coatings. In addition, if the reinforcing phase 

reacts with the matrix, the thermal conductivity of the material can also be affected. For 

example, Kawai et al. [77] believed that the Al4C3 or MgAl2O4 reaction layer easily existed in 

the Al-SiC MMCs, which would reduce the thermal conductivity of the material, and this 

adverse effect increases with the degree of interfacial reaction. But Chu et al. [78] found that a 

small amount of Al4C3 produced in infiltrating SiCp/Al MMCs can increase the thermal 

conductivity. They believe that appropriate interfacial reactions can enhance interfacial 

bonding and reduce interfacial thermal resistance. However, Al4C3 is easily decomposed in 

contact with water, which leads to debonding of the interface and greatly reduces the stability 

of the composites [79-81]. Therefore, the research on the influence of Al4C3 on the thermal 

conductivity of aluminum matrix composites needs to be further explored. At present, the 
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optimization methods of diamond/Al interface can be divided into three types: metal-based 

alloying, diamond surface coating and advanced forming technology. Through interface 

optimization, a layer of carbide can be formed between the diamond and the metal matrix to 

improve the bonding strength of the interface, reduce interface defects, and thus improve the 

thermal conductivity of the interface. Metal matrix alloying or application of diamond surface 

coatings are effective methods to prevent Al4C3 formation by introducing an interfacial layer 

between Al and diamond. Many researchers have combined theoretical models and 

experiments to study the effect of diamond/Al composite interface structure on thermal 

conductivity and interfacial thermal resistance, which greatly improves the thermophysical 

properties of composites [81-85].  

 

C. The effect of reinforcement particle size on thermal conductivity of composites 

The particle size of the reinforcing particles also has a great influence on the thermal 

conductivity. It is generally believed that when the volume fraction is constant, the larger the 

particle size, the greater the thermal conductivity, as shown in Figure 2-14. For example, 

Hasselman et al. [86] found that with the increase of particle size in SiCp/A1 composites, the 

interfacial area per unit volume of the composites decreases, and the influence of the interfacial 

thermal resistance decreases, resulting in an increase in the thermal conductivity of the 

composites. Researchers [70, 86, 87] have found that when the particle size is less than 10 μm, 

the thermal conductivity of the composite is lower than that of the matrix alloy due to the large 

amount of interfacial thermal resistances. Only when the average particle size is greater than 

10 μm can the thermal conductivity of the composite be higher than that of the base alloy. This 

is consistent with the study of particle critical radii in EMT (Effective Medium Theory). When 

the particle size of the reinforcement is smaller than the critical radius, the thermal conductivity 

of the composite material is smaller than that of the matrix. Only when the particle size of the 

reinforcement is larger than the critical radius, the reinforcement particles can become an 
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effective medium and contribute to the thermal conductivity of the composites.  

 

Figure 2-14 The effect of SiC particle size on the thermal conductivity and flexural strength of 

aluminum-silicon carbide composites. Authorization obtained from 2015 Elsevier [68]. 

 

D. The effect of particle morphology on the thermal conductivity of composites  

In general, particle geometry has a significant effect on thermal conductivity. Wang et 

al. [66] conducted a simulation study on high volume fraction SiC particle reinforced aluminum 

matrix composites (SiCp/Al) composites and found that the thermal conductivity of spherical 

particles is greater than that of irregular particles under the same volume fraction. The thermal 

conductivity of the composites is because the spherical particles have the smallest surface area, 

so the more irregular the particle surface, the larger the total surface area under the same 

volume fraction, the greater the interfacial thermal resistance, and the lower the thermal 

conductivity should be. However, Tekce et al. [88] found that in copper-reinforced polymer 

composites, the thermal conductivity of the composites of plates is greater than that of spherical 

particles at the same volume fraction. As shown in Figure 2-15, at a volume fraction of 30 vol%, 

the thermal conductivity of the composites of plates is 3.7 W/(m·K) and that of spherical 

particles is 1.1 W/(m·K). 
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Figure 2-15 The effect of copper particle shape on the thermal conductivity of copper reinforced 

polymer composites. Authorization obtained from 2007, SAGE Publications [88]. 

 

E. The effect of temperature on the thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix composites  

Chen et al. [19] found that 1100-B4C MMCs generally have good thermal conductivity, 

and the thermal conductivity at high temperature 100-300℃ is almost independent of 

temperature. Meanwhile, S. V. et al. [89] found that the thermal conductivity curve of the         

Al-B4C MMCs exhibits a smooth decreasing slope with increasing temperature throughout the 

measurement interval. The thermal conductivity remained basically unchanged in the range of 

100-300℃ while the Al-B4C MMCs decreased from 120 to 115 W/(m·K) at 300-600℃.  

 

2.3.3 Predictive model of the thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix composites 

It can be seen from the above that there are many and complex factors that affect the 

thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix composites. Therefore, while studying the 

preparation methods of particle-reinforced composites, researchers have also done a lot of 
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research on the thermal conduction behavior and theoretical models of composites. 

 

From a practical point of view, it is important to predict the change in thermal 

conductivity with increasing volume fraction of reinforcing particles. Parallel model (equation 

21) is suitable when the second phase appears as isolated spherical particles,  and both matrix 

and second phase aligned parallel to the direction of heat flow. [90]. The effective thermal 

conductivity is given by: 

 

 (1 )eff p mk k k = + −  (2-21) 

 

Where km is thermal conductivity of the matrix, kp is thermal conductivity of particles, 

the dependence of the effective electrical conductivity on the volume fraction is linear, and the 

keff is effective thermal conductivity of the composite material. 

 

In the last century, Maxwell also conducted certain research in this area. Maxwell's 

equation was originally applied to infinitely diluted spherical filler particles. It assumes that in 

the case of dilution, the intensity field in the composite material is proportional to the average 

intensity field in the matrix, but when calculating the matrix field, the weighted average matrix 

of the intensity field and the volume fraction of inclusions is equal to the remote application 

intensity field [48].  

 

According to Maxwell's equation, the expression of effective thermal conductivity is: 
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Among them, keff, km and kp are the thermal conductivity of the composites, the matrix 

and the reinforcing particles (filler or dispersed phase), respectively, and ϕ is the volume 

fraction of the reinforcing particles. Maxwell’s formula was found to be valid only in the case 

of low ϕ (under about 25%).  

 

Eucken [91] extended it to allow calculation for multiple different phases of filler 

particles in one continuous matrix phase. 
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The effective medium theory, also known as the Bruggeman model, was first proposed 

by Bruggeman in 1935 and can be expressed as [50]: 
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In the classic EMT, the Bruggeman scheme is considered the most accurate for high 

filler volume fractions. Using Bruggeman's method, Every and Tzou [87] modified the results 

of Benveniste to obtain an expression for the effective thermal conductivity of particle 

composites. Their formula is: 
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Where α is a dimensionless parameter depending on interface thermal resistance 

between filler and matrix. It is defined as α = ak/a, where a is the particle radius, and ak is the 

Kapitza radius (ak = RBd×km).  

 

It can be seen from the above that the interface between the matrix and the particles 

will affect the thermal conductivity. Therefore, in the composite material, the interface between 

the metal and the ceramic phase is also a key issue. The interface thermal resistance RBd (the 

reciprocal of the interface thermal conductivity, hc) prevents the heat transfer between the two 

phases. This resistance caused the thermal conductivity of the composite material to depend on 

the size of the ceramic particles, Hasselman and the workers dealt with this issue in particular 

[92].  

 

The interface thermal conductance (ITC), hc, is generally defined as the ratio of the 

heat flux density q and the associated temperature drop ∆𝑇 across an interface: 
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Where ∆𝑇 is associated temperature drop ∆𝑇 across an interface, Q is the heat flow 

through unit interface area per unit time. 
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The interface thermal conductance (ITC), hc is defined as the ratio of the heat flux 

density q and the associated temperature drop ∆𝑇 across an interface: 
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 (2-27) 

 

At ceramic/metal interfaces, hc is due to the differences in phonon density of states of 

both phases, resulting in partial rejection of the incoming phonons at the interface. There exist 

different models to calculate the rejected fraction of phonons. At present, the more commonly 

used interface thermal resistance calculation models are the acoustic mismatch model (AMM) 

and the diffusion mismatch model (DMM) for comparison. In addition, the interface thermal 

conductivity can be directly measured by transient thermal reflectance (TTR) technology [92]. 

 

2.4 Relationship between EC and TC in Al alloys and aluminum matrix 

composites 

It can be seen from the above that thermal conductivity plays an important role in life 

and industrial production, and there are many factors that affect thermal conductivity. But 

measuring thermal conductivity is complicated, time-consuming and expensive, so it would 

save a lot of time and money if it could be characterized by exploring the relationship between 

thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity and using electrical conductivity to 

characterize it.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the thermal conductivity of a metal is closely related to its 

electrical conductivity according to the Wiedemann-Franz law. This is also due to the inherent 

high density of conducting electrons present in metallic bonds. Similar to thermal conductivity, 

there are many factors that affect the electrical conductivity of solid metals. Lattice defects, 
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secondary phases, and grain boundaries can all cause electron scattering, which reduces 

conductivity. The thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity of pure metals are both 

affected by temperature. In pure metals, heat conduction is achieved by the migration of free 

electrons and the vibration of the lattice and mainly depends on the former. The electrical 

conductivity of pure metals is mainly affected by the charge density and mobility. Therefore, 

as the temperature increases, lattice vibrations increase and the probability of subsequent 

electron collisions with atoms in the crystal structure increases, so both thermal and electrical 

conductivity decrease [43].  

 

The mathematical relationship between the electrical and thermal conductivity of 

metals is called the Wiedemann-Franz law:  

 

 / WK  =  (2-28) 

 

Where W is a constant with respect to temperature. Then, Lorenz extended the formula 

to:  

 

 
K

L
T
=  (2-29) 

 

Where L is the Lorenz constant (2.45×108), this relationship can be expressed by 

Boltzmann equation and this relationship is only applicable to a single metal alloy [93]. On this 

basis, L. W. KEMP et al. [94] discussed the relationship between electrical conductivity and 

thermal conductivity in Al alloys as shown in Figure 2-16. These ideas are expressed 

mathematically as follows:  
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 =K c T k +  (2-30) 

 

Where K is the total thermal conductivity, k is the thermal conductivity of non-metallic 

or atomic fraction (0.03), λ is the electrical conductivity, T is the absolute temperature, and c 

is (5.02x10-9) a constant, which may be considered as the true Lorenz ratio for the metallic part 

of the conductivity. The American Brass Corporation's research laboratory passed a large 

number of experiments [95]. In this study, some alloys were as-cast, while others were 

precipitation hardened heat treated. The samples were homogenized by annealing before 

measuring their electrical conductivity. 

 

Figure 2-16 Relation of thermal conductivity and  product of electrical conductivity and absolute 

temperature of Al alloy [94]. 

 

As shown in Figure 2-17, when the thermal conductivity of a material was plotted 

against its electrical conductivity at the same temperature, the results were similar between 

alloys. The curves drawn are based on the theory that thermal conductivity consists of metallic 

and non-metallic parts [95].  
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Figure 2-17 Thermal conductivity plotted against the electrical conductivity copper [95]. 

 

According to the reference [94], the relationship between electrical conductivity and 

thermal conductivity in aluminum matrix composites is likely to comply with the above law. 

Meanwhile, Aydın. [96] found that in Al/SiC composites electrical conductivity and thermal 

conductivity were observed to be decreased with increasing volume fraction of SiC ceramic 

particles. 

 

According to the above, it can be known that the influencing factors of the electrical 

conductivity and thermal conductivity of aluminum matrix composites are very similar, and 

both are affected by the physical structure and properties of the matrix and particles. According 

to the heat propagation mechanism, the difference between thermal conductivity and electrical 

conductivity is that phonons can transmit heat but not electrons. Moreover, it is known from 

the literature that the thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity of metals and alloys are 

affected by temperature and are dependent on temperature. Although there are many models 

of thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity of composite materials, but there are few 
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studies on the relationship between electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity. To 

conclude, few reports were found to describe quantitatively described the relationship between 

electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity in aluminum matrix composites, especially for 

the Al-B4C MMCs.  
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 1100-B4C composites 

The 1100-B4C MMCs were supplied in the form of 3mm and 6 mm plates after rolling 

from Rio Tinto. The Conditions of the studied 1100-B4C MMCs are listed in the Table 3-1.  

 

Table 3-1 Conditions (Vol.%) of 1100-B4C MMCs. 

Composites code Matrix B4C (Vol. %) Condition 

6-4R  6 Rolled plate (4 mm) 

11-3R 11 Rolled plate (3 mm) 

11-6R 11 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

16-4R 16 Rolled plate (4 mm) 

19-3R 1100 19 Rolled plate (3 mm) 

19-6R  19 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

21-3R  21 Rolled plate (3 mm) 

21-6R 21 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

30-2R 30 Rolled plate (2 mm) 

Note: 6-4R: 6 is the volume fraction of B4C; 4 is the thickness of the plate; R is the condition for rolling. 
 

3.1.2 6xxx-B4C composites 

The 6xxx-B4C MMCs were supplied in the form of 3 mm to 7 mm plates after extrusion 

and rolling process from Rio Tinto. For the 6351-B4C MMCs the billet was preheated at 480℃ 

for 12h prior to rolling. During rolling, the material was re-heated 2 times at 480℃ for 

1h. The condition of 6063-B4C MMCs is as-received and the specific heat treatment status 

unknown. The conditions of the studied 6xxx-B4C MMCs are listed in the Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2 Conditions (Vol.%) of 6xxx-B4C MMCs. 

Composites code Matrix B4C (Vol. %) Condition 

A-6-4E 6063 6 Extrusion plate (4 mm) 

A-15-4E 15 Extrusion plate (4 mm) 

B-4-7E 

B-17.5-3R 

6351 4 

17.5 

Extrusion plate (7 mm)  

Rolled plate (3 mm) 

Note: A-6-4E: A is the 6063 Al alloy; 6 is the volume fraction of B4C; 4 is the thickness of plate; E is 

the condition for extrusion and R is the condition for rolling. B-4-7E: B is the 6351 Al alloy, 4 is the 

volume fraction of B4C, 7 is the thickness of plate, E is the condition for extrusion. 

 

3.1.3 Other Al-composites 

The 3004-B4C MMCs and 6061-Al2O3 MMCs were supplied in the form of 6 mm plate 

after the rolling process from Rio Tinto. The condition of 3004-B4C MMCs and 6061-Al2O3 

MMCs were as-received and the specific heat treatment status unknown. The conditions of the 

studied 3004-B4C MMCs and 6061-Al2O3 MMCs are listed in the Table 3-3. 

 

Table 3-3 Conditions (Vol.%) of 3004-B4C and 6061-Al2O3 composites. 

Composites code       Matrix Particle (Vol. %) Condition 

C-10.5-6R 3004 10.5 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

D-15-6R 6061 15 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

Note: C-10.5-6R:C is the 3004 Al alloy; 10.5 is the volume fraction of B4C, 15 is the volume fraction of 

Al2O3; 6 is the thickness of plate, R is the condition for rolling. D-15-6R: D is the 6061 Al alloy, 15 is 

the volume fraction of Al2O3, 6 is the thickness of plate, R is the condition for rolling. 

 

3.2 Heat treatment 

To study the influence of heat treatment on the evolution of EC and TC, selected heat 

treatments were performed on 1100-B4C MMCs at different annealing temperature and time, 

which are listed in Table 3-4. All the heat treatments were processed in a forced-air electric 

furnace with a heating rate of 8.5℃/min.  
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Table 3-4 Heat treatment parameters for 1100-B4C MMCs. 

Composites code     Temperature (℃) Time (h) Cooling 

19-3R 

21-3R 

               

 380 

 

     ~ 23 

 

Cooling in air 

 

           

19-3R 

21-3R 

 

340, 380, 430,490 

 

4 

 

3.3 Microstructure Characterization 

3.3.1 Metallography preparation 

All metallographic samples used for microstructure observation are mechanically cut 

from the original materials. To characterize the microstructure of B4C, the volume fraction of 

reaction products and particles, the composite materials were first mechanically ground with 

#45 and #80 emery paper followed by the polishing process with 15, 9, 6, 3 and1μm diamond 

composite paste and diamond extender lubricant, each step was about 15 minutes. The final 

polishing step is to use 0.5μm colloidal silica suspension and water to polish on the silk 

polishing pad for 30 minutes. 

 

3.3.2 Electro-etching 

To observe the evolution of grain structure during the heat treatment, electro-etching 

was used in the present work. For as-rolled sample, electrolytic etching is carried out in Barker's 

reagent at a voltage of 25V for 2 minutes while it is with a voltage of 30V and a duration of 2 

minutes for samples after heat treatment. 

 

3.3.3 Microstructure analysis 

Nikon Eclipse ME600 computerized optical microscope (OM) equipped with 

CLEMEX VISION PE 4.0 image analysis system was used to observe the microstructure of 
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the sample, including the volume fraction of B4C, reaction products and different intermetallic 

compounds. The specific morphology of the reaction layer of these composite materials was 

analyzed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive 

spectrometer (EDS) and (EBSD) detector. 

 

3.4 Property Evaluations 

3.4.1 Thermal conductivity tests 

The thermal conductivity (TC) tests were performed on the computerized                   

Flash LineTM 3000 testing machine on the surface of a cylindrical sample with a diameter of 

12mm and a thickness of 3mm. According to the ASTM: E1461 Standard [1], all tests are 

processed on the samples at the same temperature 150℃ and  250℃. After 8 points tested on 

each sample, the maximum and the minimum value would be eliminated, and after that, the 

rest 6 values would be calculated for the average TC results. The detailed working principle 

was introduced in the section 2.3.1. 

 

3.4.2 Electrical conductivity tests 

The electrical conductivity (EC) tests were performed using the SIGMASCOPE® 

SMP10 Electric conductivity measuring instrument. According to the ASTM: E1004 Standard 

[2], all tests are processed on the surface of samples at the same temperature (room temperature) 

to ensure no induced error caused by different temperature, which can significantly influence 

on the results of electric conductivity tests. For the testing process, each sample would be tested 

for 5 times, and the maximum and the minimum value would be eliminated. After that, the rest 

3 values would be calculated to the average as the final electrical conductivity results. 
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3.4.3 Models to predict the Thermal conductivity and Electrical conductivity 

Three thermal conductivity and three electrical conductivity prediction models were 

used during the experiments. For the TC prediction model, Parallel model, Maxwell model, 

Every and Tzou verified Bruggeman model (Bruggeman-ET model) have been adopted, as 

shown in Table 3-5.  

 

Table 3-5 Description of thermal conductivity model for Al-B4C materials [3-5]. 

Modelling Model equation  

Parallel model  

 

Maxwell model 

 

 

Bruggeman-ET model 

(1 )eff p mk k k = + −  

+2 +2 ( )

+2 ( )

eff p m p m

m p m p m

k k k k k

k k k k k





 −
=   − − 

 

3/(1 ) (1 2 )/(1 )

3
(1 )

(1 )
(1 )

eff p m

m p eff

k k k

k k k

  






− + −

   − −
= −      − −   

 

km: Matrix thermal conductivity ([W/(m·K)]), kp: Particle thermal conductivity ([W/(m·K)]), ϕ: 

Particle volume faction, hc: Interface thermal conductance ([W/(m2·K)]), α: Dimensionless 

parameter, keff: Effective thermal conductivity of aluminum metal matrix composite ([W/(m·K)]). 

Note: The contents are cited from references 3-5. 

 

The interface thermal conductance, (the capability of heat conduction across an 

interface between two dissimilar materials) values in all combinations are calculated according 

to the Acoustic Mismatch Model (AMM) model[6], which is given in following equation [7]:  

 

 

( )

3

22

1

2

m m m r r
c m m

r m m r r

v v v
h C

v v v

 


 
=

+
 (3-1) 

 

The parameters used in the interface thermal conductivity prediction models are shown 

in Table 3-6. 
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Table 3-6 ITC prediction model application basic parameters [8-10].  

Material  ρ
m
 (kg /m3) C

m
 [J / (kg·k)] v

m
 (m / s) ρ

r
 (kg /m3) v

r
 (m /s) 

1100-B4C 2713 904    

6063-B4C 2690 900 3620 2516 9230 

6351-B4C 2700 900    

3004-B4C 2720 893    

hc: Interface thermal conductance, ρm: Density of matrix, Cm: Specific heat capacity of matrix, vm: Phonon 

velocity of matrix, ρr: Density of particle, vr: Phonon velocity of reinforcement. 

Note: The contents are cited from references 8-10. 

 

Similar, the Parallel model, Maxwell-Wagner model, Bruggeman model have been 

adopted to predict the EC, as shown in Table 3-7. 

 

Table 3-7 Description of electrical conductivity model for Al-B4C materials [11-13]. 

Modelling Model equation  

Parallel model (1 )eff p m    = + −  

( )
1+3

( 2 )

eff p m

m p m

  


  

−
=

+
 

1

3
( )

( ) (1 )
( )

p eff m

p m eff

  


  

−
= −

−
 

 

Maxwell-Wagner model 

 

Bruggeman model 

σm: Matrix thermal conductivity (S/m), σp: Particle thermal conductivity(S/m), ϕ: Particle volume 

faction, σeff: Effective electrical conductivity of aluminum metal matrix composite (S/m). 

Note: The contents are cited from references 11-13. 

 

The parameters used in the thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity prediction 

models are shown in Table 3-8. 
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Table 3-8 Thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity of the material [14-17]. 

Material code TC of matrix 

[W/(m·K)] 

TC of particle 

[W/(m·k)] 

EC of matrix 

(S/m)  

EC of particle 

(S/m) 

1100-B4C 222  3.4×107  

 

300 

6063-B4C 193  3.1×107 

6351-B4C 176 30 2.7×107 

3004-B4C 162  2.43×107  

6061-Al2O3 180  2.49×107  

Note: The contents are cited from references 14-17. 
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CHAPTER 4 EVOLUTION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND 

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN 1100-B4C MMCS 

This chapter introduces the evolution of thermal conductivity (TC) and electrical 

conductivity (EC) in 1100-B4C composites (MMCs) with the B4C volume fraction of 6, 11, 16, 

19, 21 and 30 vol.%, the details of experimental 1100-B4C MMCs are listed in Table 4-1. The 

B4C particles and reaction products were characterized and quantified by optical microscopy 

(OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The influence of testing temperature, heat 

treatment and volume fraction/size of B4C particles on TC and EC is investigated. Besides, the 

applicability of models to TC/EC of Al-B4C MMCs are discussed in conjunction with parallel 

[1, 2], Maxwell [3], Maxwell-Wagner [4], Bruggeman-ET [5] and Bruggeman [6] models. 

Finally, the relationship between TC and EC is explored and an empirical equation is 

established. 

 

Table 4-1 Details of experimental 1100-B4C MMCs used in this chapter. 

Composites code Matrix B4C (Vol. %) Condition 

6-4R  6 Rolled plate (4 mm) 

11-3R 11 Rolled plate (3 mm) 

11-6R 11 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

16-4R 16 Rolled plate (4 mm) 

19-3R 1100 19 Rolled plate (3 mm) 

19-6R  19 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

21-3R  21 Rolled plate (3 mm) 

21-6R 21 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

30-2R 30 Rolled plate (2 mm) 

Note: 6-4R: 6 is the volume fraction of B4C; 4 is the thickness of the plate; R is the condition for rolling. 
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4.1 Microstructure characterization of composites 

Figure 4-1 shows the morphology of two different B4C powders used in this work. One 

is F400 (Figure 4-1(a)) with a finer average particle size of 17.5 ± 1.0µm, which is used in 

MMCs with relative lower volume fraction of B4C as 6-16vol.%. The other is F320              

(Figure 4-1(b)) with average particle size of 29.2 ± 1.5 µm, which is coarser than F400 and 

widely used in MMCs with high volume of B4C, such as 19-30%. Both F400 and F320 is 

approximately ellipsoidal, as shown in Figure 4-1.   

 

Figure 4-1 SEM image of B4C powder (a) F400, (b) F320.  

 

Figure 4-2 presents the microstructure of 11-3R and 21-3R as example of composites 

with F400 and F320, respectively.  
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Figure 4-2 Optical microstructure of 1100-B4C at 200X (a) 11-3R, (b) 21-3R, and 500X (c) 11-3R, (d) 

21-3R. And the EDS phase analysis (e) TiB2, (f) Al3BC. 

 

It can be observed that the B4C particles are uniformly distributed without 

agglomeration in the aluminum matrix with both relative lower (11-3R) and higher volume 

(21-3R) of B4C. This indicates that the composite structure is homogeneous and dense. The 

B4C particle resembles an ellipsoid as shown in Figure 4-2 and the particle size of 21-3R is 

larger than that of 11-3R since F320 is used in 21-3R while F400 is for 11-3R. No severe B4C 

degradation has occurred during the manufacturing process. Besides, a small amount of 
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reaction products was observed to attach to or close to the B4C particles (Figure 4-2 (c) and 

(d)). The composition analysis of the constituent phases is shown in Figure 4-2 ((e) and (f)) 

and combined with existing research, the phase can be determined as the dark-gray Al3BC and 

light-gray TiB2 particles (to optimize the interfacial reaction and control the production of 

reaction products, Ti was added) [7].  

 

Figure 4-3 displays the typical interfacial reaction layer of 21-3R in details. B4C 

particles are generally covered with a thin interfacial reactive layer (usually less than 1μm) [8] 

composed of various reactive particles (Figure 4-3 (a)). According to the Figure 4-2 ((e) and 

(f)), most of these particles are identified as TiB2 particles with hexagonal morphology, and a 

few Al3BC distributed near B4C. In the high magnification view (Figure 4-3 (b)), it is evident 

that two distinct reactive layers are observed at the interface between B4C and Al. The reaction 

layer contains TiB2 and Al3BC and grows overlapping around the B4C particles. The layer near 

the surface of B4C is a continuous crystalline layer composed of fine grains while a sawtooth 

layer near the surface of the aluminum matrix is composed of irregularly oriented coarse 

crystals, which grow randomly from the fine-grained layer to the aluminum substrate and form 

a discontinuous layer.  

 

Figure 4-3 SEM image showing the morphology of the interface reaction layer of 21-3R 

 at (a) 2000X, (b) 10000X. 
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Image analysis is performed to quantify the B4C particles and the reaction products, 

which is shown in Figure 4-4. According to the color contrast of various particles, they are 

highlighted with different colors and then quantified. For instance, blue ones represent B4C 

particles and red for Al3BC while green for TiB2.  

 

Figure 4-4 CLEMET image analysis on defining the B4C particles and reaction products at 500X (a) 

11-3R, (b) 21-3R. 

 

Table 4-2 shows the area fraction of B4C particles and reaction products from image 

analysis. It can be found that the measured volume fraction of B4C is close to the nominal ones. 

For instance, the volume fraction of B4C in 16-4R is 16.3 vol % and 32.2 vol% for 30-2R. 

Besides, the volume fraction of reaction products increases with increasing B4C volume 

fraction, which is rising from 1.43vol % in 6-4R to 4.3 vol % in 19-6R and further to 10.55 

vol % in 30-2R. It was also found that the total particle amount (B4C+reaction product) 

increased with the volume fraction of B4C, which is from 8.13 vol% for 6-4R to 25.4 vol% for 

19-6R to 42.74 vol% for 30-2R. This is because the chance of interfacial reaction increases 

with the increase of B4C volume fraction and thus leads to the increase of reaction products. 

And the formation of interfacial reaction will consume B4C, but the consumption of B4C 

volume fraction is less than the production of reaction products, so the total particle volume 

fraction will still increase with the increase of the theoretical B4C volume fraction [8]. In 
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addition, it seems there is no obvious difference on the volume of interaction products and total 

particles in sample with same B4C volume but with different thickness, Considering the image 

analysis measurement bias caused by sample preparation quality and equipment errors. 

 

Table 4-2 Volume fraction of B4C particles and reaction product particles from image analysis.  

Material code Vtotal particles Vp Vr 

6-4R 8.13   (1.40) 6.70   (0.79) 1.43 (0.62) 

11-3R 15.93 (1.09) 12.80 (0.84) 3.13 (0.25) 

11-6R 15.14 (0.81) 12.05 (0.47) 3.09 (0.34) 

16-4R 20.04 (1.67) 16.30 (0.99) 3.74 (0.68) 

19-3R 25.86 (2.64) 21.26 (2.4) 4.60 (0.64) 

19-6R 25.40 (2.51) 21.10 (1.6) 4.30 (0.91) 

21-3R 28.83 (1.74) 22.20 (1.12) 5.83 (0.64) 

21-6R 26.89 (2.08) 21.63 (1.17) 5.26 (0.91) 

30-2R 42.74 (2.09) 32.19 (1.09) 10.55 (1.00) 

Vtotal particles: Particle volume fraction plus reaction product volume fraction, Vp : Volume fraction 

of B4C, Vr : Volume fraction of reaction product. 

 

4.2 Evolution of TC/EC in 1100-B4C MMCs 

Figure 4-5 shows the evolution of TC tested at 25℃ [9],150℃ and 250℃ by a laser 

flash thermal conductivity tester in as-rolled 6-4R (F400) and 30-2R (F320). It can be found 

that the measured TC are basically the same at all testing temperatures of 25℃ [9], 150℃ and 

250℃ for studied MMCs with both F400 and F320 particles, indicating the independence of 

TC of temperature in the range up to 250-300℃. Meanwhile, due to the higher reliability and 

thermal conductivity of the laser flash thermal conductivity tester at 250°C. Therefore, the TC 

data measured at 250℃ is reasonable to be the representative TC at room temperature and used 

in the follow studied. 
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Figure 4-5 Measured TC at various temperatures in as-rolled 6-4R and 30-2R. 

 

4.2.1 Effect of heat treatment on TC/EC in 1100-B4C MMCs 

Figure 4-6 displays the evolution of TC/EC with heat treatment (HT) temperatures 

(Figure 4-6 (a)) and holding times (Figure 4-6 (b)) of 21-3R. As shown in Figure 4-6 (a), when 

holding for 4h, TC/EC increases with the increase of HT temperature until to 430℃ and then 

follows by a plateau at 430℃-490℃. On the other hand, TC/EC is observed to increase with 

holding time under fixed HT temperature. As shown in Figure 4-6 (b), TC of 21-3R increase 

from 153.4 [W/(m·K)] at as-rolled condition to 155.2 [W/(m·K)] after 4h and further to        

156.6 [W/(m·K)] after 23 h when treated at 380°C. And the EC of 21-3R increased from 

2.34831×107 in the as-rolled state to 2.34901×107 after 4h, and further increased to 

2.35011×107 after 23h when treated at 380℃. 
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Figure 4-6 Evolution of TC with (a) HT temperature and (b) holding time in 21-3R. 

 

As well known, the TC/EC in the aluminum matrix is achieved by the propagation of 

electrons and phonons and is mainly affected by lattice vibrations [10, 11]. Therefore, any 

factors effecting the movement of electrons and phonons can have an influence on TC and EC, 

which can be B4C particles, reaction products and matrix, etc. Therefore, when these factors 

are affected, the corresponding EC and TC will also change. In the present work, due to the 

materials are hot-rolled, which can lead to the sever deformation during the hot-rolling, 

introducing a higher volume of dislocations for the matrix [12]. Then the present of high 

number of dislocations can further act as the barriers for the movement of electrons and 

phonons, leading to the lower of TC/EC at as-rolled condition [12]. As shown in Figure 4-7 (a), 

all the grains are all elongated due to the sever deformation in as-rolled condition and the 

resultant TC of 153.4 [W/(m·K)]. However, during the annealing heat treatment, the 

dislocations has been partially or fully released due to the recrystallization. Then the barriers 

from dislocations to electrons/phonons are much lower, resulting in the increase of EC/TC 

during the annealing heat treatment. As shown in Figure 4-7 (b), the grains are becoming into 

equiaxed after treated at 380℃/23h and then the TC increases to 156.6 [W/(m·K)].  
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Figure 4-7 Grain shape for 11-3R after electro-etching at the condition (a) As-rolled and (b) HT-

380℃/23h. 

 

In addition, the evolution of TC/EC in MMCs with different rolling thicknesses under 

rolling and 380℃/23h heat treatment conditions are shown in Figure 4-8. It can be observed 

that the difference of TC/EC between MMCs with 3 and 6 mm thickness is a little bigger in as-

rolled than heat-treated condition, especially for TC. Taking 11-6R and 11-3R as example, the 

difference of TC is ~ 2 (181 vs. 179) [W/(m·K)] at as-rolled condition while this difference 

decreases to 0.2 [W/(m·K)] (183.9 vs 183.7) at heat-treated condition. This can also be 

explained by the different grain structures in as-rolled and heat treated conditions. In as-rolled 

condition, the deformation is slightly higher for 3mm plate than 6mm, which may introduce 

more dislocations as the barriers for the movement of electrons. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

have some difference between 3mm and 6mm plates, which is 2 unit for MMCs with 11 vol% 

B4C (11-3R vs 11-6R). However, the grains are fully recrystallized after 380℃/23h for both 

MMCs and the almost all the dislocations are released. Therefore, there is little difference on 

the grain structure and distribution of dislocations between 3mm and 6mm plates, resulting in 

the much smaller difference between these two conditions under different thickness (Figure 4-

8 (b)).  

(

a)v 
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Figure 4-8 Evolution of TC/EC with different thickness at as-rolled and HT-380℃/ 23h (a) TC, (b) 

EC. 

 

4.2.2 Effect of particle volume fraction on TC/EC 

Figure 4-9 displays the relationship between TC/EC and the volume fraction of B4C in 

1100-B4C MMCs. It can be observed that the TC/EC is linearly decreases with the increase of 

B4C volume fraction under the condition of the same particle radius. At lower volume fractions 

(6-16Vol.%), the TC of 1100-B4C decreased from 196 [W/(m·K)] to 170 [W/(m·K)], which is 

~ 13% reduction (Figure 4-9 (a)). At higher volume fractions (19-30 Vol.%), the TC value of 

the composite decreases from 155 [W/(m·K)] to 120 [W/(m·K)], which is reduced by 22.5 % 

(Figure 4-9 (b)). For the evolution of EC, it decreased from 3,210,890 (S/m) to 2,607,690 (S/m) 

(Figure 4-9 (a)) at lower volume fractions of B4C (6-16Vol.%), which is ~ 18.8% reduction. At 

higher volume fractions (19-30 Vol.%), EC decreases from 2,381,780 (S/m) to 11,918,650 

(S/m), which is reduced by 19.4 % (Figure 4-9 (b)). Figure 4-9 (c) displays the evolution of 

TC/EC with volume fraction of B4C particle without considering the particle size and a linearly 

relations can also be observed, indicating the minor influence of particle size on the evolution 

of TC/EC.  
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Figure 4-9 Evolution of TC/EC with different volume fraction of B4C (a) 6-16 Vol.% (F400), (b) 19-

30 Vol.% (F320) and (c) 6-30 Vol.%. 

 

In general, both particle size and particle volume fraction can affect the TC/EC of 

composites. At the same particle size, the TC/EC of the composite will increase (TC/EC of the 

matrix < TC/EC of the particles) or decrease (TC/EC of the matrix > TC/EC of the particles) 

with the increase of the filler particles [13]. Since B4C particles are semiconductors [14] with 

a poor TC and EC, therefore, the TC/EC of 1100-B4C decreased as B4C particles increased at 

the same particle size. Meanwhile, from Figure 4-9 (c), it can be found that TC/EC generally 

decreases with two different particle sizes (F400, F320), and the decreasing rate is similar with 

that in individual particle size, indicating that particle size may have little effect on TC/EC at 

these two particle sizes. To further verify this conjecture, this study was carried out in 

conjunction with the TC/EC prediction model in Section 4.3. 
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4.3 Predictive models for evolution of TC/EC 

To explore the applicability of some existing typical TC (Table 4-2)/EC (Table 4-3) 

prediction models for 1100-B4C MMCs and the effect of particle size and interfacial thermal 

resistance/ interfacial resistance on TC/EC, various models are tested in the present work, 

including the parallel model, Maxwell/Maxwell-Wagner model and Bruggeman-

ET/Bruggeman model, which has been listed in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. The value of 

parameters for these models are summarized in Table 4-5.  

 

   Table 4-3 Description of TC models for 1100-B4C materials [1, 3, 5]. 

Modelling Model equation  

Parallel model  

 

Maxwell model 

 

 

Bruggeman-ET model 

(1 )eff p mk k k = + −  

+2 +2 ( )

+2 ( )

eff p m p m

m p m p m

k k k k k

k k k k k





 −
=   − − 

 

3/(1 ) (1 2 )/(1 )

3
(1 )

(1 )
(1 )

eff p m

m p eff

k k k

k k k

  






− + −

   − −
= −      − −   

 

km: Matrix thermal conductivity [W/m·K], kp: Particle thermal conductivity[W/m·K], ϕ: Particle volume 

faction, hc: Thermal boundary conductivity [W/(m2·K)], α: Dimensionless parameter, keff: Effective 

thermal conductivity of aluminum metal matrix composite [W/(m·K)]. 

Note: The contents are cited from references 1,3,5. 

 

Table 4-4 Description of EC model for 1100-B4C materials [2, 4, 6]. 

Modelling Model equation  

Parallel model 

 

(1 )eff p m    = + −  

( )
1+3

( 2 )

eff p m

m p m

  


  

−
=

+
 

1

3
( )

( ) (1 )
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p eff m

p m eff

  


  

−
= −

−
 

Maxwell-Wagner model 

 

 

Bruggeman model 

σm: Matrix thermal conductivity (S/m), σp: Particle thermal conductivity (S/m), ϕ: Particle volume faction, 

σeff: Effective electrical conductivity of aluminum metal matrix composite (S/m). 

Note: The contents are cited from references 2,4,6. 
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     Table 4-5 TC/EC and ITC of the material [14-17]. 

Material 

code 

TC of 

matrix 

[W/(m·k)] 

TC of 

particle 

[W/(m·k)] 

EC of 

matrix 

(S/m)  

EC of 

particle 

(S/m) 

hc (ITC) 

[W/(m2·k)] 

1100-B4C 222 30 3.4×107 300 1.430×108 
Note: The contents are cited from references 14-17. 

 

Following the various models, Figure 4-10 (a) and (b) show the evolution of keff/km 

(ratio of effective TC of composite to matrix TC) and σeff/σm (ratio of effective EC of composite 

to matrix EC) with the volume fraction of B4C particles, respectively.  

 

    

Figure 4-10 Comparison of TC/EC predict value and measured value under different models at (a) 

km/kp (ratio of matrix TC to particle TC) =7.4, (b) σm/σp (ratio of matrix EC to particle EC) =1.14×105. 

 

Comparing several prediction models of TC/EC, it is found that the parallel model 

occupies the highest positions of the theoretical predicted values. The Bruggeman-ET/ 

Bruggeman model approaches the Maxwell/Maxwell-Wagner model when the B4C volume 

fraction is low (i.e., kp < 16 Vol.%), and gradually moves away from the Maxwell/Maxwell-

Wagner model when the B4C volume fraction growing high (i.e. 16 Vol.% < kp < 30 Vol.%) 

but with the largest gap still less than 3%, especially for Maxwell-Wagner and Bruggeman 

model is only 1.4%. Meanwhile, for low volume fraction B4C particles, the predicted values 
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of Bruggeman-ET/Bruggeman and Maxwell/Maxwell-Wagner model are almost the same.  

 

After comparing the predicted values form various models and experiment values, it is 

found that the predicted values of the Parallel model decreased the least than the matrix TC/EC. 

In addition, both Maxwell/Maxwell-Wagner model and Bruggeman-ET/Bruggeman model are 

closest to the experimental TC/EC, when the B4C volume fraction is lower. Taking 16 Vol.% 

as examples, the difference between experimental and predict TC/EC is less than 4% TC/EC 

of AA1100 matrix, especially for EC, which is less than 1%. However, when the B4C volume 

fraction is higher, only the Bruggeman-ET/Bruggeman model is closest to the experimental 

TC/EC. Taking 30 Vol.% as examples, the difference between experimental and predict TC/EC 

for Maxwell/Maxwell-Wagner model is less than 11% and 3% TC/EC of AA1100 matrix, 

respectively. But for Bruggeman-ET/Bruggeman model, the difference is less than 10% and 1% 

TC/EC of AA1100 matrix, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the Bruggeman-

ET/Bruggeman model is the most suitable model to predict the TC/EC in experimental 1100-

B4C composites.  

 

Due to in the existing studies [1-6, 8, 14, 18], the predicted TC/EC with parallel model 

is simply calculated according to the general mixing rule, which is only related to the heat flow 

direction and the orientation of the continuous phase. And the parallel model represents the 

maximum value of TC/EC that the composite can theoretically achieve. The Maxwell model 

gives good results for the TC of composite which with well dispersed non-interacting spherical 

particles with low particle volume concentrations. However, the model cannot accurately 

predict the experimental TC at high particle volume fractions since it does not consider 

influencing factors, such as particle size and interfacial thermal resistance. While the 

Bruggeman-ET model considers the interfacial thermal resistance and particle size and is more 

suitable for composites at high volume fractions. Therefore, it is the most suitable prediction 
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model for the TC of 1100-B4C MMCs.  

 

Since the Bruggeman-ET model best matched the experimental thermal conductivity 

values, we simulated the TC of 1100-16 Vol.% B4C MMCs (use measured B4C volume fraction) 

with different particle sizes based on the Bruggeman-ET model. The particle radius is from 5 

to 100μm with the thermal conductivity plotted in the Figure 4-11. 

 

Figure 4-11 TC at different Particle Sizes at km/kp =7.4.  

 

It can be found that the change in TC is less than 0.5 [W/(m·K)] with the increase of 

particle radius. Since the interfacial thermal resistance is a function of particle size, and both 

TiB2 and Al3BC have good TC [19, 20]. So, it can be inferred that the interfacial thermal 

resistance has little effect on the TC of these composites [21]. In addition, as the Figures 4-3 

and 4-4 shown, most of the reaction products are concentrated in the reaction layer, and there 

are very few reaction products distributed on the matrix. So, the effects of the reaction products 

on TC and EC are basically negligible.  And the 1% difference between the prediction model 

and experimental value from Bruggeman-ET model for TC can be principally caused by the 

volume fraction.  
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Meanwhile for EC both Maxwell-Wagner and Bruggeman model all suitable for high-

volume fraction and do not considering the interfacial electrical resistance and particle size. 

Moreover, TiB2 has an EC similar to that of the Al matrix and Al3BC can increase the stiffness 

of the lattice near the interface of Al3BC and Al to a certain extent, so it has no effect on the 

EC of 1100-B4C MMCs [22, 23]. Therefore, the EC main affect by B4C volume fraction of the 

1100-B4C MMCs and not affected by the interfacial electrical resistance and particle size. 

 

However, due to all those models are used for spherical particles, so their predicted 

value still has a certain gap with the TC/EC of the 1100-B4C MMCs.    

 

4.4 Relationship between TC and EC 

As shown in Figure 4-9 (c), both the EC and TC of 1100-B4C MMCs tend to decrease 

with the increase of the volume fraction of B4C, it is inferred that there is a certain relationship 

between its EC and TC. It is generally known that the linear relationship between EC and TC 

in pure metals is verified by the Wiedemann-Franz law proposed by Weidmann and Franz [24], 

which is expressed as below. 

 

       /K L T =   (4-1) 

 

Where K is the TC [W/(m·K)], T is the absolute temperature (K), L is the Lorentz 

constant (2.45×10-8 W·Ω/K2), and σ is EC (S/m).  

 

From the literature [25], this relationship only applies to a single metal. Hence, L.W.  

KEMP et al. [26] explored the relationship between TC and EC in Al alloys using data fitting 

and obtained empirical equations suitable for Al alloys, which is expressed as below:  
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      +K L T k=        (4-2) 

 

Where K is the total TC [W/(m·K)], k is the TC of the non-metallic or atomic part 

(12.552 [W/(m·K)]), and L is the constant (2.10×10-8 W·Ω/K2) can be regarded as the true 

Lorentz ratio of the metallic part, σ is the EC (S/m), and T is the absolute temperature (K).  

 

According to the data in Figure 4-9, Figure 4-12 was drawn to explore the relationship 

between the EC and TC in studied 1100-B4C MMCs.  

 

Figure 4-12 Relationship between EC and TC under (a) as-rolled condition (b) verification by 1100-

B4C-HT at 380℃/23h. 

 

As shown in Figure 4-12 (a), the EC and TC data can be fitted as linear with the 

equation of K=L×T×σ+k, and R2 as 0.99.  

 

   
-8= 1.79163 10 +29.998K T      (4-3) 

 

Where K is the total TC [W/(m·K)], T is the absolute temperature (K) at room 

temperature, σ is the EC, and L is a constant (1.79163×10-8 W·Ω/K2), can be regarded as the 
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true Lorentz ratio of the metallic.  

 

In addition, as shown in Figure 4-12 (b), it is found that the TC values after annealing 

distributed in the vicinity of the fitted straight line. Therefore, we calculated the ±7% error of 

this equation and the red line represents the upper value of TC (+7%) while the green line is 

for the lower value of TC (-7%). As shown in Figure 4-12 (b), the TC values of                         

1100-B4C MMCs at HT-380℃/23h and 340℃/4h conditions are 100% included in these two 

lines. Furthermore, it can be seen that the residual error between the measured TC value after 

annealing and the TC value after annealing predicted by the equation is about 5% of measured 

TC value after annealing, which is lower than the laser flash test error of 7% [27]. Therefore, 

it can be considered that both the EC and TC after annealing also fit equation obtained from 

as-received condition (K=1.79163×10-8×T×σ+29.998) in Figure 4-12 (a). 

 

4.5 Summary 

1. The reaction products increase with the increasing volume fraction of B4C particles. 

2. The thermal conductivity of Al-B4C composites is not affected by the test temperature 

in the range of room temperature to 250℃. 

3. Annealing treatment can improve the TC/EC of 1100-B4C composites, and the thermal 

conductivity reaches the maximum value when it is completely recrystallized at 

430℃/4h or 380℃/23h. 

4. The TC/EC of 1100-B4C composites decreased with the increase of B4C volume fraction. 

However, particle size and interfacial thermal resistance do not contribute to this 

decreasing trend. 

5. Compared with other TC/EC prediction models, the Bruggeman-ET/Bruggeman model 

is the most suitable for predicting the TC/EC of 1100-B4C composites.  
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6. There is a linear relationship between the electrical and thermal conductivity of         

1100-B4C composites. The fitting equation is K=1.79163×10-8×T×σ+29.998. 
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CHAPTER 5 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND ELECTRICAL 

CONDUCTIVITY IN OTHER Al-MMCS 

This chapter introduces the evolution of TC and EC in some other typical Al-MMCs, 

including 6063-B4C MMCs with the volume of B4C of 6 and 15vol.%, 6351-B4C MMCs with 

4, 15 and 17.5% B4C, 3004-10.5 Vol% B4C as well as 6061-15% Al2O3. The Al-MMCs used 

in this chapter is simply summarized in Table 5-1 while detailed information can be found. The 

distribution of various reinforcement particles and reaction products were characterized and 

quantified by optical microscopy (OM). Meanwhile, Bruggeman model as most suitable model 

in 1xxx-B4C MMCs was also used to simulate the evolution of TC and EC in these Al-MMCs. 

In addition, the relationship between EC and TC was also investigated and an empirical 

equation representing this relationship was discussed.  

 

Table 5-1 Details of experimental for other Al-MMCs used in this chapter. 

Composites code Matrix B4C (Vol. %) Condition 

A-6-4E 6063 6 Extrusion plate (4 mm) 

A-15-4E 15 Extrusion plate (4 mm) 

B-4-7E 

B-15-7E 

B-17.5-3R 

 

6351 

4 

15 

17.5 

Extrusion plate (7 mm)  

Extrusion plate (7 mm)  

Rolled plate (3 mm) 

C-10.5-6R 3004 10.5 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

D-15-6R 6061 15 Rolled plate (6 mm) 

 

5.1 Microstructure Characterization of composites 

Figure 5-1 shows the typical microstructure of experimental Al-MMCs. It can be found 

that the reaction products are composed of TiB2 (light gray particles) and Al3BC (dark gray 

particles) and AlB2 (yellow particles) for B4C-containing MMCs (Figure 5-1(a), (b) and (c)), 
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while no reactions products in 6061-Al2O3 MMCs (Figure 5-1(d)). Most of the reaction product 

surrounds the B4C particles, while a small part is dispersed on the matrix away from the B4C 

particles. Exceptionally, big titanium-rich intermetallic is observed in the 6063 and 6351 

matrixes (Figure 5-1 (a) and (f), while only iron intermetallic exist in the 3004 and 6061 

matrixes, especially in the 3004 has lots of iron intermetallic. 

  

  

            

Figure 5-1 Optical microscope pictures of Al-MMCs (a) A-15-4E 200x, (b) B-17.5-3R 500x, (c) C-

10.5-6R 500x, (d) D-15- 6R 500x, (e) C-10.5-6R 500x, (f) B-15-7E 200x. 
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The volume fraction of reinforcement particles and total reaction products are 

quantified by image analysis and summarized in Table 5-2. 

 

Table 5-2 Volume fraction of reinforcement particles and reaction products particles in experimental 

Al-MMCs. 

Composites code Vtotal particles Vp Vr 

A-6-4E 9.20   (1.23) 7.50   (0.65) 1.70 (0.58) 

A-15-4E 19.50 (1.42) 16.60 (0.78) 2.90 (0.64) 

B-4-7E 5.80   (0.67) 4.10   (0.25) 1.60 (0.42) 

B-15-7E 20.00 (1.43) 16.90 (0.71) 3.10 (0.72) 

B-17.5-3R 22.90 (0.99) 18.60 (0.36) 4.30 (0.63) 

C-10.5-6R 15.61 (1.07) 12.9   (0.58) 3.00 (0.45) 

D-15-6R 15.45 (0.72) 15.45 (0.72) 0 

Vtotal particles: Particle volume fraction plus reaction product volume fraction, Vp: Volume fraction of 

B4C/Al2O3, Vr : Volume fraction of reaction product. 

 

As shown in Table 5-2, the measured volume fraction of B4C and Al2O3 are close to the 

nominal ones. For instance, the volume fraction of B4C in B-4-7E is 4.1 Vol % and 15.45 Vol % 

in D-15-6R. Besides, the volume fraction of reaction product increases with increasing B4C 

volume fraction, which is rising from 1.7 Vol % in A-6-4E to 2.9 Vol % in A-15-4E. Meanwhile, 

the volume fraction of total particles increases with increasing B4C volume fraction. The 

volume fraction of total particle is 9.2Vol% in A-6-4E compared with 19.5% in A-15-4E.  

 

5.2 Evolution of TC/EC in other Al-MMCs 

Figure 5-2 (a) and (b) displays the evolution of TC and EC in the experimental              

Al-MMCs with different reinforcement particles and volume fractions, respectively. Similar 

tendency is observed for both TC and EC in experimental other Al-MMCs. It can be observed 

that TC/EC generally decreases with the increase of volume fraction of reinforcement particles. 

Taking 6xxx-B4C MMCs as example, the TC of A-6-4E to A-15-4E decreases from                    
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174 [W/(m·K)] to 138 [W/(m·K)], which is ~ 20.7% reduction while TC decreases from 163 

[W/(m·K)] in B-4-7E to 121 [W/(m·K)] in B-15-7E, which is reduced by 25.7 %. Similar to 

TC, EC is decreasing from 26343721.18 (S/m) in A-6-4E to 20880096.05 (S/m) in A-15-4E, 

which is ~ 20.7% reduction while EC decreases from 2.41×107 (S/m) in B-4-7E to                    

1.68 ×107 (S/m) in B-15-7E, which is reduced by 26.4 %. All these results are in consistent 

with the results found in 1xxx-B4C MMCs.  

 

Figure 5-2 Evolution of TC/EC with different measured volume fraction (a) TC, (b) EC.  

 

But for 6351-B4C MMCs, the TC of B-15-7E to B-17.5-3R increased from                    

121 [W/(m·K)] to 135 [W/(m·K)]. Similar to TC, EC increased from 1.83 ×107 (S/m) to        

2.12×107 (S/m). Those can be attributed to the high volume of Ti-rich particles in B-15-7E 

which could reduce the TC/EC. Meanwhile, TC of D-15-6R is higher than A-15-4E, the TC of 

6061 is lower than 6063 and the TC of B4C and Al2O3 is the same. Similar to TC, EC has the 

same tendence. Those can also be attributed to the high volume of Ti-rich particles in A-15-4E 

which could reduce the TC/EC.   

 

On the other hand, with similar B4C content, TC/EC is higher in 6063-B4C MMCs than 

6351-B4C MMCs and further higher than 3004-B4C MMCs. This can be explained by the 

different TC/EC from the matrix that TC/EC is higher in low-alloyed 6063 alloy but lower in 
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high-alloyed 3004 alloy.  

 

5.3 Predictive model for evolution of TC/EC 

As shown in Chapter 4, the Bruggeman-ET [1] /Bruggeman model [2] is the one of the 

most suitable models to predict the TC/EC of the 1100-B4C MMCs. Hence, Bruggeman-

ET/Bruggeman model is also selected to predict the evolution of TC/EC in experimental           

Al-MMCs, which are list in Table 5-3, The value of parameters for these models are 

summarized in Table 5-4.  

 

Table 5-3 Description of TC/EC models for other Al-B4C materials [1, 2]. 

Modelling Model equation  

 

Bruggeman-ET model (TC) 

 

 

Bruggeman model (EC) 

3/(1 ) (1 2 )/(1 )

3
(1 )

(1 )
(1 )

eff p m

m p eff

k k k

k k k

  






− + −

   − −
= −      − −   

 

1

3
( )

( ) (1 )
( )

p eff m

p m eff

  


  

−
= −

−
 

km: Matrix thermal conductivity [W/m·K], kp: Particle thermal conductivity[W/m·K], ϕ: Particle volume 

faction, hc: Interface thermal conductance [W/(m2·K)], α: Dimensionless parameter, keff: Effective thermal 

conductivity of aluminum metal matrix composite [W/(m·K)]. σm: Matrix thermal conductivity (S/m), σp: 

Particle thermal conductivity (S/m), σeff: Effective electrical conductivity of aluminum metal matrix 

composite (S/m). 

Note: The contents are cited from references 1 and 2. 

 

Table 5-4 TC/EC and ITC of the material [3-6]. 

Material code TC of matrix 

[W/(m·k)] 

TC of particle 

[W/(m·k)] 

EC of matrix 

(S/m)  

EC of particle 

(S/m) 

hc (ITC) 

[W/(m2·k)] 

6063-B4C 193  3.1×107  

 300 

1.403×108 

6351-B4C 176 30 2.7×107 1.424×108 

3004-B4C 162  2.44×107  1.414×108 

6061-Al2O3 180  2.72×107      1×10
-12 - 

Note: The contents are cited from references 3-6. 
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Figure 5-3 (a) shows the experimental TC (solid indications) and predicted TC from 

Bruggeman-ET model (empty indications) in studied Al-MMCs. It can be found that the 

difference between the experimental TC and predicted TC is small in most studied Al-MMCs, 

which is less 3% of each matrix TC. For instance, it is only 1% of 6063 aluminum matrix TC 

for A-6-4E and 2.5% of 6351 aluminum matrix TC for both B-4-7E and B-17.5-3R. However, 

the difference is bigger in A-15-4E, B-15-7E and C-10.5-6R, which is likely due to the high 

volume of big Ti-rich intermetallic and Fe-rich intermetallic in Figure 5-1 (a), (e) and (f).  

     

Figure 5-3 Comparison of TC/EC theoretical value and measured value under different models (a) TC, 

(b) EC. 

Note: Solid points are experimental values, and open points are model calculated values. 

  

(a):6063-B4C at km/kp(ratio of matrix TC to particle TC)  = 6.43; 6351-B4C at km/kp = 5.87; 3004-B4C 

at km/kp = 5.4 and 6061-Al2O3 at km/kp = 6.  

 

(b): 6063-B4C at δm/δp(ratio of matrix EC to particle EC) = 1.14×105; 6351-B4C at δm/δp =0.9×105; 3004-

B4C at δm/δp = 0.81×105and 6061-Al2O3 at δm/δp =0.91×105. 

 

Similar tendency is also found in the EC between the experimental EC (solid 

indications) and predicted EC from Bruggeman model (empty indications). As shown in Figure 

5-3 (b), most of studied Al-MMCs shows close experimental and predicted EC, which is less 

5% of each matrix EC. But for A-15-4E, B-15-7E and C-10.5-6R has big difference with the 

experimental EC. Those can be also explained by the high volume of big Ti-rich intermetallic 

and Fe-rich intermetallic in Figure 5-1 (a), (e) and (f).  
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5.4 Relationship between TC and EC 

Since both TC and EC of those composite have the same tendency, as shown in Figure 

5-2, it is inferred that there is a certain relationship between its EC and TC. In 1100-B4C MMCs, 

we found an equation that matches its TC and EC as  

 

    
-8= 1.79163 10 +29.998K T     (5-1) 

 

To explore whether the relationship between TC and EC of 6xxx-B4C, 3004-B4C and 

6061-Al2O3 MMCs conforms to this equation, these points are drawn on Figure 4-12 to form 

Figure 5-4. It can be found that these points distributed in the vicinity of the fitted straight line. 

Therefore, we calculated the ±7% error of this equation the red line is represent the upper value 

of TC (7%) and the green line is representing the lower value of TC (-7%). As shown in      

Figure 5-4, the TC values of 6xxx-B4C, 3004-B4C and 6061-Al2O3 MMCs are include in the 

two lines. And it can be found from the residual error between the measured TC value after 

annealing and the TC value after annealing calculation by the equation is about 6% of measured 

TC value, which is lower than the laser flash test error of 7% [7]. Therefore, it can be considered 

that the electrical and thermal conductivities of 6xxx-B4C, 3004-B4C and 6061-Al2O3 MMCs 

fit this equation. 
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Figure 5-4 Relationship between EC and TC under 1100-B4C as-rolled condition verification by 6xxx-

B4C, 3004-B4C and 6061-Al2O3 MMCs. 

 

5.5 Summary 

1. TC/EC generally decreases with the increase volume of reinforcement particles in the 

same matrix while they are also varying with the matrix.  

2. Bruggeman-ET/ Bruggeman model are suitable for predicting the TC/EC of  

Al-MMCs.  

3. A linear relationship between the EC and TC is found in studied Al-MMCs with different 

matrix and reinforcement particles, which is also matching the equation obtained from 

1100-B4C MMCs.  
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis, the evolution of TC and EC and their relationship in Al-B4C composites 

was investigated and following conclusions can be drawn according to the study:  

 

1. The reaction products increase with the increasing volume fraction of B4C particles. 

2. The thermal conductivity of Al-B4C MMCs is not affected by the test temperature in the 

range of room temperature to 250℃. 

3. Annealing treatment can improve the TC/EC of 1100-B4C MMCs, and the thermal con

ductivity reaches the maximum value when it is completely recrystallized at 430℃/4h 

or 380℃/23h. 

4. The TC/EC of Al-MMCs decreased with the increase of B4C volume fraction. However, 

particle size and interfacial thermal resistance do not contribute to this decreasing trend. 

5. Compared with other EC/TC prediction models, the Bruggeman-ET model is the most 

suitable for predicting the EC/TC in studied Al-MMCs.   

6. Particle size and interfacial thermal resistance/resistance contribute little to EC/TC when 

the EC/TC of the particles is much lower than that of the matrix. 

7. When the EC/TC of the particles is much lower than the EC/TC of the matrix, the funct

ional relationship between EC and TC in the range of 20-250°C for studied Al-MMCs  

is K=1.79163×10-6×T×σ+29.998.  



 

 

CHAPTER 7 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

According to the present work, the following recommendations can be made:  

 

1. In the present work, the difference of particle size is small and then it has little effect on the 

TC of Al-B4C/Al2O3 MMCs. Therefore, future work can be extended to explore the influence 

of particle size in a bigger range on the evolution of EC and TC for Al-MMCs.  

2. The empirical equation between EC and TC is found to be valid for studied Al-MMCs with 

B4C and Al2O3 ceramic particles, which has much lower EC/TC than matrix. Hence, it is 

suggested to verify if it still be valid for other reinforcement particles which has higher EC/TC, 

such as carbon fibers.  

3. According to the empirical equations in this project, TC is mainly related to the diffusion 

process and number of electrons and phonons. Therefore, the TC of the composites can be 

improved in future work by optimizing any factors that may affect the electron and phonon 

diffusion processes.  

 


